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CHAPI'ER I 

THE PLACE OF CRITICISM IN A?1ATEUR DRAMATICS 

Man is a social being. He develops creatively 

through awareness of things about him. He enjoys life by 

participating with his fellow man-•either actively or vicari

ously--in the realms of music, art, the dance, and the 

theatre. The drama affords him more than the average enjoy

nient, for it employs the use of many arts. On the amateur 

level, the participation brings a genuine satisfaction. Yet 

this field of enjoyment more than .. acy other has failed to 

receive its maximum credit in the criticisms which have been 

attempted. Man is uncritical in the truest sense. He likes 

too readily, an amiable fault; he dislikes too readily, which 

is misfortune. He distrusts the new and different, often 

the best because he does not seek answers to questions. More 

intelligent observation, and stronger, finer emotional de

velopment are man's great needs. He can find them by asking 

why people and things are the way they are. 

The one who sets himself the task of being a critic 

of amateur plays, or anyone 'Who finds himself with the task 

thrust upon him, would do well to begin asking questions and 

seeking the answers. The former will have had some exper1-

ell<?e with critical writing and be more likely to apply profes

sional standards, while the latter will be learning a new 

l 
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art. Acy oritical reviewing is an art. "Dramatic criticism 

begins where play reviewing leaves off ."1 To give construo

tive, interesting criticism of amateur plays involves not 

only a knowledge of general journalistic practices but more 

than that a background readi~ in drama of the past, litera

ture of the theatre, and as much firsthand information on 

the technical side or production as possible. All this 

material need not be studied from the viewpoint of a scholar, 

. but in order to be on bowing terms with all phases of the 

art which 1s being criticized. Stephenson Smith and Martin 

Turnell are two writers who believe that the critic o~ the 

arts has definite responsibilities~ They say the duties 

begin 'W1 th self-exarllination and questioning which is good 

background £or evaluation. Smith says: 

Reviewers can get along w1 th flat surfaces. Not the 
critic. He can have nothing hall' so valuable as keen 
senses and tough; alert wit to enable him to see ~at 
is be.fore him and inter-pret and analyze it aright • . 

Martin Turnell goes even further when he says: 

The critic possesses a dual . personality. He is at once 
an "art1st11 and a "thinker," the "man of feeling" and 
"the intellectual." He has a speculative mind and 1a 
interested in ideas. It is not enough to see and feel, 
he wants to know why he sees and feels as he does, why' 
certain forms of seeing and reeling are more important 
than ot~ers. He ia an artist, but a special kind of 
artist. 

1s. Stephenson Smith, The Craft of the Critio (New 
York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., '1]!1), P• !77-;-

2Ib1d., P• 387. 

3Martin Turnell, "An Ess~y on Criticism," "Dublin 
Review," P• 444 (Last Quarter 194,.tl), back of half-title page, 
The Critics Notebook, edited by Robert Wooster Stallman 
"tMinneapoi!s: uiilversity of Minnesota Presa, 19.50). 
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Thus both the experienced and the novice critic might begin 

by aski.11g what criticism is and what its f'unctions are 1n 

regard to the amateur play. 

The editors of' Criticism-•The Foundation of Modern -------
Literacy Judgment say the questions are in this orderc · 

"Critics ask where art comes from, how it becomes what it is, 

and what it does; their questions are about the Source, Form, 

· and End of' Art. nl The first question emphasizes background 

and experience and w uld include the playwright I s purpose, 

the type of' play, and the theme. The second would involve 

the structural elements that make the work a whole. This 

means the director• s problems of sta£5ing, the actor• s inter

pretation, and the unity of the arts involved. The final 

question would examine the response of the audience, the 

final result or test of whether the production .ful.filled its 

purpose. Thus the critic acquaints himself with "imitation" 

or "interpretation" of the work in physical ways tr.irough the 

directors and actors, then gauges the "communication" their 

work accomplishes with its presentation to an audience. 

In the light of this observation on criticism of aey 

work of art, the critic of the amateur play needs to realize 

that the production is entirely successful only when it 

"communicates" well what the playwright intended to say. In 

fact; the critical review s..~ould be written with that f'act 

as its sta.rti:ig point. I. A. Richards in his discussion of 

1cr1ticism--.!!!2 Foundation of Modern Literary Judg
ment., edited by- Mark Sohorer, Josephine Miles, and Gordon 
Jrc'R:ensie (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1948)• Intro
duction, P• vi. 
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general criticism which can serve the critic in a particular 

field emphasizes this same principal. Ile writes: 

What it communicates and how it does so and the worth of 
what is communicated form the subject matter of criticism. 
That the one and only goal of all critical endeavor, of 
all interpretation, appreciation, exhortation, praise or 
abuse is improvement in communication may seem an exagger
ation. But in practice it is so. Tho whole apparatus 
of critical rules and principles is a means to the attain• 
ment of fin.er, more precise, more discriminating oommuni• 
cation.1 

· H. L. Mencken reveals in his essay "Criticism of Criticism 

of Critioism"2 ·t;hat · the critic has more than a job of reporting. 

The critic in the field of amateur dramatics should be aware 

of tha added responsibilities, since his real.In is one which 

profits greatly from helpful criticism. It is the amateur 

theatre which is eager for improvement and feels free to 

experiment. Swinburne defined critioisr.i as the ''noble 

pleasure of pleasing ." Edmund Hilson and Norman F'oerster 

c ive the critic the functions which call for the preparation 

Mr. Hencken implied when they classi.fy th.e three roles of 

tho critic as "an individual 1.,esponsible to the work of art, 

as interpreter to o.n audience, and finally as judge.113 

When trying to fulfill his duties, the critic too 

often interprets criticism in the adverse manner, that is as 

lI. A. Richards, Practical Criticism {Londonz Ke~an 
Paul, French, Trubner and do., Ltd., Broadway House, 68-74, 
Carter Lane E. c., 1929), Introduction., P• 11. 

2contemporary American Criticism, selected and 
arr~ed b:v James Cloyd Bowman (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 
1946), p. 64. 

3Edmund Wilson et al, The Intent of the Critic 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1941). P• 7• 



"fault-finding. n Goethe acknowledged: 

There is a destructive and constructive criticism. The 
first measures and tests according to mechanical stand• 
ards, the second answers i'undainental questions. What 
has the writer (actor, playwright, director1 proposed · 
himself to do and how far has he succeeded? .. 

A foremost critic dei'ines criticism in a broad sense 

when he says, 11 In its soundest usage it means to judge, that 

is to say, appraise; and this meaning includes appreciation. 112 

In agreeing with this same author who states, "What standards 

a critic has, it cannot be repeated too often, should be use

fu1 guides, not rigid finalities, 113 the criteria we shall 

attempt to set up will be practicable and will i'ollow the 

trend suggested by the authorities quoted on the precedi11g 

pages and below. The trend it can be observed is nto sharpen 

appreciation and hearing to distinguish what is signi.ficantly 

told and what is not,114 since the drama is a creative form 

of communication. 

In order to write constructive criticism and the 

kind which would prove beneficial to amateur dramatics, the 

critic should become aware of his special duties. He needs 

such characteristics as a sharp appreciation for the unity 

of all arts in dramatics, an acknowledgment of d1£ferences 

Simon 

1contemporarx American Criticism., on. ~•• P• 49. 
2Henry Hazlitt, The Anato~ ..2.£ Criticism (New York: 

and Schuster, 19331,pp. 9- • 
3Ib1de 

4narley Granville- Barker, The Use of the Drama 
(Princeton: Princeton University Fess;-"l~SJ,p. 4<?. 
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in metrods, and the ability to distinguish what affects an 

audienee1t These attributes f'orm excellent background for 

writing sympathetically about aI11ateur play production. The 

following rule should be noted. 

The dramatic artist is to be judged by no other standard 
than that applied to any other creative artist: What 
has

1 
he t1~ied to express and how well has he expressed 

it? 

Many writers and critics have attempted to present 

the two aspects of criticism in their works. Appreciation 

for the work as a whole in the attempt to express an art is 

the keynote .for a truthful critic. Ludwig Lewisohn admits 

being called a "high-brow critic," but claims it is always 

"When I say things that seem obvious and plain and incontro• 

vertible to me. 112 In writing on creative criticism Lewisohn 

traces the critic's characteristics wl1ich have changed in 

course of time, from the expert on rules to judge, through 

the scientii'ic approach, to the reverse; tho subjective 

impressionists. He then discusses the modern critic who 

sees an art as an integral part of the life process, and in 

seeing some beauty in all things, admits of differences in 

methods of growth, of intensity of expression, Thus he 

fulfills the need for full appreciation before judgment. 

Sm1uel Johnson believed "the first duty of criticism is 

1contempora.::1 American Criticism, .Q.2• ill•, P• 57 • 
2Ludwig Lewisohn, The Creative Life (New York: Boni 

and Liveright, 1924), P• l~ -
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neither to depreciate nor dignif'y by partial representation••l 

and William Hazlit,t the great English critic said, "A genuine 

oritioism should, as I take 1t, reflect the colours, the 

light and shade, the soul and body of a work."2 

The conclusions as to the meaning of criticism and 

its function in the light of this discussion of the amateur 

play may be briefly these: 

First, criticism is more than reviewing facts. It 

is chiefly concerned with giving all phases of a production 

equal consideration and appreciation, then judging or provoking 

the reader to f or:m a judgment. To give this kind of critical. 

review requires theoretical and technical knowledge on the 

part of the writer. Onl.y when he possesses this does he 

fulfill Carlyle's definition of a true critic. 

A critic's first duty is to make plain to himsel:r what 
the aim of the artist really and truly was, how the task 
he had to do stood before his eyes, and how far, with 
such materials as were afforded him, he has fuli'illed 1~.3 

And second, we need constructive criticism in the 

amateur arts, for it can be useful and inspirational. As 

Hazlitt says, 

Mutual criticism, far from .being an evil; is the greatest 
single force in the world, for maintenance of' order, 

1samuel Johnson, "The Responsibilities of the Critic, fl 
Looi Cr1t1c1, ed. by o. E •. Saintsbury (Boston, London: Ginn 
and Co., 1903), P• 240. 

2william Hazlitt, "Criticism (2:n General], fl .!J2.!s•, 
P• 369. 

3conterq.porary American Criticism, ~• ill•, P• 49. 
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deoorum, and decency, for previnting careless work, for 
spurring us to higher efforts. 

At the same time that the critic -develops the above 

insis}lt into the dramatics field, and begins to use it in 

his profession, he will rind he is participating in an art 

which brings ru11 satisfaction. He will find he is developing 

a keener observation of life itself. 

Much has been written on the universal appeal or the 

drama. Its birth was the result of' man• s desire to express 

himself in a creative manner, and it has never lost this 

purpose. Instead it has made allies of all the arts, so 

that play production in our day involves a combination of 

many creative talents. Lowell Lees, Speech Department, 

University or Utah, preraces his study of~ Productio4 

!!lli! Direction with a discussion of the nArt of the Theatre." 

He says: 

The universal appeal. of tho theatre seems to lie, in 
part at least, in the great variety or interests it 
affords. These interests are life interests that spring 
from a desire to see, understand, and enjoy the life we 
are living. They are communal interests as deep as our 
desire .to join service organizations end to contribute 
money for war refugees or for Red Cross, Community Chest, 
T. B. Drives. This un1versal desire to discover, express 
and communicate concepts and values found in 11.f e 1s a 
fundamental basis for most art. There are many ways of 
expreesing these val.ues. The musician uses not~s and 
chords; the playwright~ dialogue and pantomime. 

This emphasizes ~.gain the idea expressed in the opening para

graphs of this thesis in which the place of drama in everyday 

York: 

1Henry Hazlitt, .2.E• ill•, PP• 9•10. 

2c. Lowell Lees, Plfg Production and Direction (New 
Prentice-Hall Inc., 48), P• v!l.-
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life 1s shown. The art of play production has had a turbu

lent history, surviving economic depressions; persecution 

and war. For some 100 yea.I's it lay apparently dead, then 

was reborn in the realm where it had suffered, the Church. 

"Apparently it ful.fills some universal human need, too great 

to go long . W1satisfiod.111 

Play production on the amateur level has had more 

struggles perhaps than the professional. This is because it 

is so closely tied up with peoples' lives. One writer ex

pressed it this way, 

The amateur, we are accustomed to say, works for love 
and not £or money. Ile cultivates an art or a sport, a 
study or an employment, because of his taste for it; he 
is attached to it, not because it giv~s h:lm a living, 
but because it ministers to his life. 

Because of the universal appeal of drama and because 

its production is a combination of many arts, the play critic 

is concerned with a field which is vital and growing. As 

Barnard Hewitt statest 

Today in the u. s. the rooving pictures and high costs of 
road s h.ows have driven professional play production to 
the shelter or a few large cities, but this does not 
mean that the art is dead, or even that it is dying. On 
the contrary, it flourishes in amateur theatres through• 
out the length and breadth of the land. Schoo1 theatres, 
church theatres, community theatres, and college and 
university theatres produce thouaands of plays ever,y 
year. 

3
1n them the art of play production is very much 

alive. 

1Barnard Hewitt, The Art and Craft of Pray Production 
{Chicago, New Yorkt J. B. · Lippincott Co., 19!~0 , P• 3. 

2Bliss Perry, The Amateur Spirit (Boston, New Yorks 
Houghton M11'fl1n Co., ffi.5), P• 4• 

3Hewitt, on. ill•, P• 3. 



The critic or amateur dramatics must keep 1n mind, 

then, that this activity does have a place in the life ot 

his community and that he can inf'l.uonce ite growth. By' 

recognizing what may or may not be expected from amateur 

10 

play production, he can write of 1 ts performances with more 

understaming. To point out a few of the outstanding reatures 

of amateur plays we quote opinions of Bernard Hewitt or Brooklyn 

College and Emanuel Shonberger of the University or North 

Dakota. 

The prof'esaional. theatre workers may ask "what have 
amateurs to do with the art of play production?" True 
if' one judges play production in the amateur theatre bf 
arzy- absolute standard, one must call much of it bade As 
a matter or fact, the amateur sometimes brings freshness 
and simplicity to the art, vi_rtues which are rare in the 
professional theatre. On the other hand it is undeniable 
that he is al.most al.ways weak in the teclmique of the 
art, particularly in the technique or acting. some 
amateur faults are due to lack or time and energy and so 
for the most part must be tolerated, but many are due to 
lack of understanding of the nature of the art. An 
understanding of the nature and fundamental problems or 
play production is not at all surprising in the amateur, 
for play production is the most complicated of the ax-ts.l 

Having no profit motive, it concerns itself with the 
purely artistic and cultural and being more or less sub
sidized, it can afford to be exper:tmental. It touches 
intimately our young people, some of whom develop into 
playwrights, designers, directors, actors. Beat of all, 
as our pro:fessional theatre folk like to believe, these 
youngsters constitute an educated audience for the legiti
mate theatre of the future. 

Today amateur performances are not dull. A well•directed 
amateur play is inspiring to the performers a:rn to th& 
audience. The apprentice actors bring to the stage a 
simplicity, spontaneity, and e. naive zest that are far 
more pleasant than the studied efforts of some profes• 
sional actors .. 
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Best of all, the amateur theatre gives the conmiunity a 
focus of attention, which it can contemplate and app1ove 
and in which a common interest and price are shared .. 

In t he foregoing discussion we have attempted to 

establish that consideration of background, appreciation, for 

work as a wlx>le, and evaluation of fulfillment of purpose a.re . 
the primary constituents of criticism in amateur dramatics. 

Wo have pointed out that the critic of this field should be 

both judge and appraiser of what is significantly told. And 

since drama is so closely associated with man's .f'ul.l enjoyment 

of life, the critic benefits from his study of dramatic tech

niques. In turn he can help the reader to develop appreci

ation and encourage acting groups to do better work. 

To begin any lea.r.ning process one needs books to 

read and examples to follow. A glance at the present situa

tion will reveal an almost total lack of helpful information 

for the reporter who attempts to write a critical review of 

the amateur play. The first source one naturally turns to 

is the printed text. In our examination of about sixty books 

in the field of Journalism, Literary Criticism and Drama, 

only three2 were .found which devoted a chapter or section to 

the subject of judging a play. In1h.2 Craft ,2!~ Critio, 

Stephenson Smith writes this dedication for hie book: 

1Emanuel D. Schonberger, Play Production for Amateurs 
(New York: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 19)8), P• xl~-

2s . Stephenson &nith, The Craft of the c,ritio (New 
York: Thomas Y. Crowell co., '!9'll), Milton r-iar.x, The Eni1f• 
ment ,2!: Drama (New York: T, s. Crafts and Co., l94<fT, a 
He!en Randle Fish, Drama and Dramatics (New York: MacMillan 
Co-, 1931). -
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To show how tho working reviewer may acquire a oorrmand 
of his craft, and the background knowledge which he 
needs for book and play reviewing.l · 

Part II of this book is devoted to Play neviewing, but most 

of the content is written with the professional production 

in mind. However, several helpful suggestions for uso in 

this study were gleaned from these chapters and will be 

included later. !h2. Enjoyµient .Q£. Drama is recommended for 

its complete coverage of what constitutes a play, whnt prob• 

lem.s a.re involved in producing a play and finally,. what to 

look for in judging one. All of its 232 pages are useful to 

the inexperienced reporter as a g uide book, and to the exper1~ 

enced as a ref'resher course. Many helpful suggestions which 

are included in the following chapter came from or were 

inferred in Milton Marx• s boolc. The third book is divided 

into two aspects of the study and enjoyment of plays as 

suggested by its title, Drama~ Dramatics., As the author 

states, 

By dram.a we mean the study of plays as we read · them and 
see them. By dra.mat~cs we mean the study or plays 
through acting them. 

This book is a discussion of the vicarious and active enjoy• 

ment of the drama mentioned ia the opening paragraph of this 

paper. Speci.fically, chapters ten and eleven are devoted to 
. 

the questions and answers a critic, especially the beginner, 

might ask about play production. Some of th~se will be incor

porated into the proposed criteria in the next chapter .• 

1smith, .2.E.• ill•, Preface, p. vii. 

2 Fish, .212.• ill•, P• 3• 
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The other obvious material and examples on style and 

subject matter of criticisms would be found in reading news• 

paper and magazine reviews, There, too, tho field is barren 

f or the inexperienced reporter. Reviewers on the metropolitan 

papers are seasoned reporters with much experience. The 

smaller community reporter usually has little theatrical 

lmowledge and has the job of reviewing the local ta.J.ent pro

ductions thrust upon him along with social affairs, editorials, 

or even sports writing. Hence the first .group is steeped in 

background knowledge arxl too often, consciously or uncon

sciously, applies professional standards to its reviews of 

non-professional plays. As an example, the reviewers in the 

.Amusements section of the Dallas Morning ~ have excellent 

opportunities to view both professional and amateur plays. 

To begin with, they have years behind them filled with stellar 

performances, good plays; and background reading on the 

theatre. It is difficult for them to refrain fro m applying 

the epitome o.f standards to a-ny production. As one of these 

writers, Mr. Askew, once said, "I have to keep telling myself' 

all the time the purposes are different; it is even true 

between amateur and semi-professional groups." Similar situ

ations exist in places such as Houston, Texas; Denver; Colorado; 

Los Angeles, Cali.fornia; and Mia.mi; F lorida. Each of these 

cities has active professional groups and at the same time 

High School, College, and Little Theatre groups. Keeping a 

perspect ive on the purposes and problems of each group in 
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writing the critical reviews is necessary, but rarely is it 

done. In many instances the professional critic has been 

accused of "killing" an amateur acting group by expecting 

too much. While the inexperienced critic performs no real 

service except as a reporter of an event. The reviews 1n 

small town papers or college publications are seldom more 

than announcement type write-ups. The lack of knowledge 1n 

the field of critical review:ing and play production is doubt• 

less the prime reason. 

In both situations just described there is little 

value to the organization, the director and staff, or the 

reader. There is usually no preparation for the reader as 

to what to e.>:pect from a production classed as the amateur 

play with the result that the criticism frequently seems too 

harsh. When the writer expresses belief that the actors did 

not "keep-up-the drawing-room comedy-pace," for example, and 

"let the play die•" the reader should have been prepared for 

a. certain type play and tempo. There are few points brought 

out which might assist cast and director in growth as a 

p roducing group. There are certain attitudes toward amateurs 

attempting plays which seem too ambitious for their limited 

experience, preparation time and financial status. Such an 

attitude was expressed by an English profes~or who refused to 

attend a local college production of Christopher F ry's !.ill? 

Lady 1 s ~ .£2.!: Burnin,g with the statement that he "hated to 

see the beautiful poetry so inadequately handled." Another 
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example is a lady who refused to see a high aehoo1 group 

attempt ~ Importance _gt Bein,s Earnest because she "had had 

a course which taught her to love the English styl.e of acting." 

Both condemned, without trial, groups which had had a little 

more e.xperienoe than the average student in their category 

and which sincerely desired to attempt something a bit noff 

the beaten path." Over a period of time critical reviewers 

can raodify, if not change• such attitudes by constructive 

criticism. 

A critic is an expert in the ways of pleasures in special 
regiona o:f experience. He may do negative criticism with 
the purpose or helping the performer or warn.1ng the public. 
But his greatest service is constructive, in helping the 
public get into pleasurable relation with objects of high 
capacity of enjoyment, showing them which to look for and 
encourage them to become discriminati11g themselves.i 

The need for more valuable criticism for amateur 

plays has been shown to exist. Since there are so few reliable 

sources for help, we feel that a few sign posts could be set 

up to prepare the way fo~ more effective methods in deve1oping 

the power to understnnd and use discrimination in what is 

seen and heard in the amateur play. Before further discussion 

it would be well to review the. definition or a play and its 

status when considered on the amateur level; 

Clayton Hamilton defines a play clearly and simply thus: 
A plaz is a §torz devised to be presented by actors on a 
~ before an audience. ~he italicized words indicate 
tlievital elements In play production. ~ suggests 
the nature of' the content. In substanc~---rt!s an account 
o:f experiences of a group of imagined people. Devised 

1stephen c. Pepper• The Basis of Criticism in th.e Arts 
{Cambridge: Harv&.l'd University Press, 194..5), P• 157'° -
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implies special technique that sets drama apart from other 
literary forms. Presented means a play is not really a 
play until perfor.m.ed.. ~rooe defines the plaae of produc• 
tion. By actors are in cated the skilled human agents 
through whose speech a..lld behavior on the atace the atoey 
is told. Before an audience points out the sole aim or a 
play. -

This definition covers every detail of the composite art 
of the theatre. It excludes aJ.l controversy as to what 
constitutes a play, and appl.ies to the drama of every age 
and nation. It puts no restrictions upon the playwright 
or producer, but amply allof s for any new effect either 
is clever enough to invent. 

When this play is presented by actors with l.imited 

experience, for pleasure and without remuneration, it is 

termed amateur. In the case or high school.a and colleges, 

the direct or is often one with professional experience bUt 

the plays are part of his assignment as an instructor, In 

community or Little Theatre organization, tickets or member

ships may be sold; an operating fund may be available, but 

the orgenJ.zation as a whole is not operated on a money making 

basi.s. 

The high school., college, and cormuunity drama is all 

on the amateur level, but each group has different purposes 

and problems to be considered. These we shall endeavor to 

Point out for it is the differences which form the bases for 

the questions and answers which a critic might use as a guide. 

In using the questions and answering ther-i he develops the 

vital needs mentioned in the beginning--more intelligent 

observation and finer emotional approach. Helpfult. impartial 

criticisms will doubtlessly result, and, in time, encourage 
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amateur dramatics and stimulate the reading audience as well. 

In this way the publication and the organization may be of 

greater service in promoting a realm of enjoyment vital to 

man. 



CHAPTER II 

CRITERIA FOR CRITICS 

Part I: Backgvound Material. 

There is no substitute for an intimate knowledge of' 
whatever :field of art under critioism. Though a critic 
can give reliable criticism only with reliable criteria 
o:r judgment, a knowledge of ~ellable aesthetic criteria 
does not guarantee good criticism. A roan must also be 
well acquainted with the field criticized. He must 
f .irst pere~ive what he is judging boforo he oan judge 
responsibly. 

A thoroughly competent critic is one who has both inti• 
mate experience with the art he is judging and possession 
of reliable c.riteria or cr1t1c1sni. He may or may not be 
conscious of the grounds of which the criteria are sup
ported• just as a man who uses a tool may not know how 
it is manufactured. With tools of' cttiticism, it seems 
best for the men who use them to know how they are made 
and be able to judge if they are well made. 

If a critic has plenty of intimate experience with his 
art and is conscious of the nature and action of those 
aesthetic criteria which are most adequately supported, 
his judgment cannot go far wrong and hie inf luenoe on 
the public and eventually on the artists is bound to be 
bener1c1a1.J. 

With the foregoing quotation always in mind, the 

critic in the field of amateur dramatics would need to learn 

as much as possible about high school, college, and community 

productions. Textbooks and manuals will furnish h1m with 

background material, but attendance at numerous performances 

of many types of plays will provi<:1,e the "intimate experience 

with the art" he is judging. Sitting in on rehearsals, 

lpepper, .Q.E• .s.ll•, P• 15. 
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observing backstage work at a performance, participating in 

a show now and then, even attempting to write a play will 

add much to the experience. Part I of this chapter, there

fore, is devoted to a discussion or phases of play production 

1n the amateur field with which the critic should fami11arize 

himself early in his career. Most of. the principles, it can 

be observed, are applicable to amateur play production in 

general. On the other hand, the three acting groups con• 

sidered on the amat,eur level (high school, college, and com

munity) have problems and aims pecu1iar to each realm. These 

are aJ.so pointed out where necessary, This discussion is 

presented as a preparation for a use of Part II which attempts 

to arrange a "reliable criteria of criticism." Many great 

critics have viewed criticisn1 a.a an art with ora.ft elements. 

Thus the critic must develop his technique through assembling 

a f\Uld of organized knowledge, then usi.ng it in active prac

tice.· Walter Prichard Eaton, writing in a recent issue of 

World ~l.1heatre on "Courses in Playwriting in the u, s.," 
implied that most teachers of any form of composition in 

America do not rely greatly on textbooks but rather on prac

tice and personal criticimp.. He told this to illustrate the 

point.: 

My class once asked Maxwell Anderson what he did to keep 
1n trim when not working on a play of his own. "I 1ead 
the beat plEt7s by the best dramatists," he replied. 

41alter Prichard Eaton, "courses on Playwriting 1n 
the u. s.," World Theatre, Vol.. I, N"o. lll. 



As Richard Burton emphasizes to the pla,v-goer and critic• 

"There is a technique to be acquired and practice therein 

and reflection upon it makes per:Cect. 111 · 
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In the study of play production for use as a basis 

for critical writing with a depth of understanding, acquaint• 

ance with a play would coma i'irst. f I'ancis !i1 ergusson says, 

Because drama is written to be played it both offers and 
requires a peculiarly immediate understanding. The 
process of becoming acquaintod with a play is like that 
or becoming acquainted with a person. It is an empiri
cal. and 1nducive process; it starts with th$ obsenable 
facts; but it instinctively aims at a grasp of the veey 
life machine which is both deepor, and oddly enough, 
more immediate than the surfaoG appear1:il1.Ces offer. we 
seek to grasp the quality of Man's life, by an imagina
tive effort, through his appearances, his words and his 
deeds. 

All directors of plays classed as araa:t;eur productions 

must be acquainted with the elements of a pl~, the charac

teristics of a good play, and the purpose ·or the playwright. 

Helen Randel F ish gives a full discuss i on of the elements of 

a play in Chapter 15 of her book, Drama ~ Dramatics. She 

defines a play as a stoey capable of being acted, and speci• 

fies that an actable story must contain the essence of drama, 

action and emotion. It will also have conflict--actu.al, 

mental, or emotional. It must have plot, character~ and 

dialogue worth spending t:tmo on, and the theme must be a 

worthy one. She identii'ies the theme as the idea the play

.wright wants put across, and it is sometimes subordina'i:;e to 

1R1chard Burton, Hc:>w to See a Play (New York: 
Macmillan co., 1914), viiTinT1x. -

9"ranc1s Fergusson; The Idea of a Theatre (Princeton: 
Princeton Uru.ve:rsity Press, 1949), pp7"°10-11. 
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the story and sometimes develops the problem of the pl.ay. 

Miss Fish gives the divisions or a pl.ay as the exposition, 

an exciting crisis which starts the action; development or 
the plot and climax, the supreme clash of opposing fore es; 

denouement, unravelling of circumstances; and. the ending. 

According to her belief, a good play will have vivid; con

sistent characters and dialogue which performs the functions 

of advancing the plot, developing character, and lending 

atmosphere. 

Jay Hubbell and John Beaty, authors of Jill Introduc-

!!2!: _,E2 Drema concur with the above discussion when they say, 

The audience wants to be told a good story; it wants to 
be shown interesting people doing interesting things. A 
play is a deliberate imitation of life, no other art 
form lomes so near being an actual representation of 
life. 

They relate how many critics have tried , to find a formula 

for the essence of drama and advance the most widely known 

theory as that of the French critic, Brunetiere. His belief 

was that the essence of drama consisted in a conflict, 

between persons, conventions, or impulses which formed 

characters. Hubbell and Beaty bring out two other interest

ing observations on what makes a play a good one. They say, 

"Great plays like great novels, are great more by virtue of 

fine characterization than any other one th1ng. 112 And a 

Drama 
1Jay B. Hubbell and John o. Beaty, An Introduction .E2 

(New York: Macmillan Co., 1927), Po J. 
2Ib1d., P• 10. 
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well written play will contain "good stage dialogue rather 

than conversation,"l since the latter rarely makes interesting 

talk .for the stage. 

Barrett H. c lark ho.a this to say: 

A play, like every work of art, is intended to give 
pleasure as a reflection of life and character; a pre
sentment of man in conflict with the problems of life.2 

In pointing out· to the play-goer the things ·which 

give him the most for his money, Richard Bui~ton in .!I2!'! !2 
~ .! Pla:y; · suggests that a play is more than just a story 

acted out. He amplifies by saying, 

i'he play• s a form of story-telling--a manipulation of 
human happenings as to give a sense of unity and growth 
to a definite end. A story implies a connection of 
characters and events · so as to suggest a rounding out 
and completion, which, looked back upon,. shall satisfy 
man• s desire to discover some meaning and significance 
in what is called life.3 

Again, Milton l•'larx concurs with these authorities on 

what forms the nucleus of a play worth choosing for produc

tion when he states, 

Conflict 1s the essence of drama., and if a pla.y is to 
take rank among the important plays it must haie conflict 
worthy of consideration in both name and plot.'+ 

In conclusion• we can deduce, as Burton does, that, 

A test of a good play may be found in the readiness with 
l-Jhich it lends itself to a simple three-fold statement 
of its story-; the proposition, as it is called by tech
nicians• And one of the sure tests or a good play may 

1lb1d., P• 12. 

2narrett H. Clark, ! StudY;; _2!: Modern Drama (New York: 
D. Appleton Co., 1925), P• x. 

3Burton, .2.ll• ill•, P• 1. 
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be found here; if it is not a workable drama, either it 
will not readily reduce to a proposition or else cannot 
be stated propositionally at a.11. Further, a play that 

· is a real play in substance and not a hopelessl.y un
dramatic piece of writing arbitrarily out up into scenes 
or acts, and expressed in dialog~e, can be stated clearly 
and simply in a brief paragraph. · . 

Since selection of material for amateur production 

is usually a major consideration, it becomes necessary that 

directors keep in mind that plays must be actable, yet, at 

the same time, well written. Elizabeth Drew suggests they 

remember this fundamental fact: 

•••• there are certain principles in dramatic writing 
which are eternal.. Each kind of theatre, Greek, Eliza
bethan, contemporary, demands certain mod1f1oat1ons ot 
technique, and provide certain limitations. and certain 
liberties of its own; but the central dramatic demands 
of movement, suspense, and variety are constant.2 

Katharine Anne Ommanney gives thia as her guide to 

the selection of a play. 

If a drama deals with fundamental human reactions, 
presents a def'i11ite phase of a universal theme, and is 
produced in an adequate manner, it is certain to hold 
the interest or the better type of play goer.3 

The beginning critic would need to lea.rn these fundamentals 

and the experienced one would need to recall them again and 

again. For the amateur field affords an excellent opportu

nity to present the good plays rather thru1 the sensational 

or trite since it 1s relatively free of' the "box office curse." 

1Burton, £12• ill•, PP• 157•8• 
2Elizabeth Drew, Discovering Drama {New York: w. w. 

Norton and co., 1937), p. 39. 

3K. Anne Ommanney; The Stage and School (New York& 
Harper and Bros., 1932), p.""'ioo. -



Emerson Taylor gives the substance of these quoted 

authorities in a statement from his book Practical. s tage 

Directil'lG !.2.£ Amateurs, 
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One principle which should oolor and shape all work in 
selecting the right play for amateurs. select !: ~ 
worth the trouble and time spent on it. More specfi"I
oalb, pls:ys of direct and strong general appea1, 
whether serious or comic, are the ones beat adapted !'or 
amateur use.l 

In school drama.tics and community theatre the play 

selection presents different problems. The community drama 

is not as bound by the educational angle as the high schools 

and colleges. There is likely to be 1110re experienced talent 

to produce the community play; hence sophisticated and un

usual plays can be used. Emerson Taylor has some advice to 

both groups in these statements: 

Let us urge that there is muoh to be said in favor of 
amateurs trying their wings, whenever possible, in some 
plays or other times and other schools of drama. It is 
not only infinitely more worthwhile, but 1t is a lot 
more run, to p:roduoe an Elizabethan play, a medieval 
iey-stery1 or something from Moliere than porhaps most of 
the modern material available for amateurs. If your 
compaey 1s experienced and pretty well versed from man, 
appearances, in something more than the rudiments of 
stage teehnique, you need not hesitate to select a play 
which brings you into direct competition with a profee• 
sional tradition. This, because the freshness and 
spirit, the conscientiousness and the 1ntoll1genoe of 
the actors furnish a secure enough basis to build on. 
But if your oanpany 

2
1s made up of beginners, however 

keen, tread softly. 

It is possible that the school play productions may 

have a number of different objectives. Three are suggested 

1Einerson Taylor, Practical stage DirectiPJ3 for 
Amateurs (New York: E. P. Dutton and co., 1916), p-;-8. 

2Ibid., PP• 17-22. 
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by Allen Cra.1.'to11 in The Complete Acted ~• l Ile suggests 

that some schools give plays just because 1 t 1s a custom or 

a regular part of the year• s schedule. This, of course• is 

a poor objective and creates no grawth. Some have the bene

fit of the student studying acting and stage craft in mind. 

I t is then the plays serve as laboratories for developing 

better speech, poise, bodily control, co-operation, and 

imagination. The audience in turn pays for this l .e.boratory 

experiment so this brings .forth the question of which is 

more important in the production: to give something to the 

audience or do something for the act·ors? A third objective 

might be solely to entertain the public. The students and 

public deserve to see some of the best plays given in the 

best possible manner. But whatever the objective, and there 

should be one, the director• s choice of a. play should always 

be influenced by his objective. The critic should know what 

the objective is and acquaint .the readers with it 1n pre

performance write-ups. 

Barnard Howitt and Gertrude Johnson are two authorities 
. ' 

who believe in using plays of literary value in school produc-

tion. IIew;i_tt says; "one of the important functions of the 

amateur theatre, particularly of the school and college 

theatre, is to revive the great plays of the past."2 

Miss Johnson has this to say: 

1Allen Crafton and Jessica Royer, The Comolete Acted 
(New York: ~. s. Crofts end Co., 19411"; PP• 9-12. 

2 Hewitt, ~• cit., p. vii. 
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I certainly condemn the spending of time and 
energy on cheap plays and trashy lines. I do know that 
the work our pupils have done in producing the works ot 
Shakespeare and other dramatists of high order more than 
fully repays the time spent in their production. So I 
think that a drama department that gives attention to 
the best things in literature is one 'lf the strongest 
possibilities for good in the school. 

The author of !h2 Actor•s ~ !filg ~ has a theory 

as to just how valuable the use of classics are to the school 

s roupes 

It seems to us that to produce a play from a past age so 
far removed from our conteraporary life as to be largely 
unintelligible, on the theory the production o:f any 
classic is educationally valuable, is a debatabl.e proce• 
dure • In plan..'1ing a program, a h appy medium should be 
sought: too much attention must not be placed on master
piece of by-gone daysJ nor on the other hand, must we 
choose the material for the education of the youthful 
from that which is within the range ~r his previously 
existent comprehension and interest. 

It is readily seen that for t he critic _to become 

acquainted with the objectives of an acting group and the 

influences on the play selection is part of his preparation 

for constructive criticism. 

However, selection of the play is only to begin the 

job. As Milton Smith saysi 

The director having chosen what he thinks 1s the 
best script, he begins to worry about how to make it 
into the best play. He knows a play has two elements. 
The first is in the author's concept which is described 
on paper and the second 1s the embodiment of that concept 
in actors on a stage !'or the purpose o:f making an effect 

la-ertrude Johnson, Choosing.!!:~ (New York: The 
Century Co., 1920), p. 56. 

2Harry Irvine, The Actor's Art and Job (New Yorks 
E. P. Dutto11 and Oo.; 1942), P • 76.- - -
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on an audience. The seo.ond element is in the production, 
and the problem i a how to make this production embody 
the virtues of the script., Only a gooi script plus a 
good production will make a good play. 

This quotation proves there is more to a good play 

than the printed f'orm. It takes all the sldll of the director 

and his stai'f' to b:t>ing the pI"inted wo:t>d to J.ife. For no 

matter how valuable classroom instruction has been or how 

enjoyable the reading, it is the living production of plays 

which gives them real significance. 

Most authorities place all responsibility for success 

or failure, especially in tho amateur field, ?n tho director. 

This is expressed by Bernard Hewitt when he writes: 

The director in the amateur theatre is neces
sarily the source or unity. He selects the play and 

· imagines the production of 1 t bef'ore an audience in 
.. terms or acting, setting,, lig hting, costumes, make-up 

and sound effect. He plans the use of all these 
materials. He selects and directs the actors, trains 
the technicians in other fields, supervises their 
contribution to the production. On his understanding 
of the play and his control of the ma~erials will depend 
success or failure o-.r the production. . 

The attitude of many critics might . be likened to that 

of Carlton Miles; Dramatic Editor or the Minneapolis Journal 

when he first attended some high school plays. He sounds 

the keynote of the high school director*s function in relat

ing this instance: 

One evening several years ago I went to a high school to 
witness a student presentation of "The Yellow Jacket," 

1M11ton Smith, Pla,.y Production for Ltitle Theatres; 
~~yls; a~~ Collese~ (New York: n. Appleton-century Oo•; 

, P• • 
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My attitude was that 0£ the professional reviewer to whom 
attendance at an amateur dramatic performance is not 
from choice but is a necessity or his vocation. This 
attitude changed almost at once. Within an hour it was 
evident that the direction or the play bad been under
take.n by someone who understood amateur production~ In 
tempo, ensemble, setting, and individual characterization 
it excelled any similar performance of remembrance. Since 
then choice, not necessity, has taken me time af'ter time 
to watch plays at South High School under the direction 
of Miss Helen Fish. Without exception the same standards 
have been obtained in such diverse offerings as "The 
Tam~ o.f the Shrew, 11 1'rhe Beijif.ar on Horseback," "Peer 
Gynt,t and "Romeo and Juliet. 

Evidently Miss Fish represents a number of directors 

who have fulfilled the qualifications mentioned by Roy Mitchell 

in his book The School Theatre which has for its subtitl.e A ---- . . -
Handbook .2!, Theory ~ Practice. He stipulates "The first 

essential to success in the school theatre is a c1ear idea of 

the manner in which the work is to be carried on. tt2 Hr. Mit

chell says that the work should cause the director to ask 

certain questions before he beg ins. . His first questions 

shoul.d bes t1wh.a.t is tho i'orm o:f tbe group making the play? 

In '1-.d.iat manner is it to proceed and in what relation to what 

audienoe?"3 •rhese are basic questions which directors and 

critics must ask to preface any rewarding work. 

Another example of a high school director who under• 

stands and enjoys her job is Marion June Mitchell who wrote 

in the April 1952 issue of Dramatics an open letter to a 

1F1sh, $?.• ill•, Preface, P• l. 

1925), 
2Roy Mitchell, ~ School Theatre ( New York: 

P• 13. 
Bretano•s, 

3Ibid. 



student who had aspirations for the professional theatre. 

She said# 
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For mJself', I believe high school play directing bolds 
maey more personal satisfactions than the average job. 
You are wor.klng in your chosen field, the theatre. High 
school students are a rewarding group to work with. As 
a director of non•professionaJ.s, I have had experience 
with every age group from grade school ohild~en to adults 
and I am quite honest to say I prefer directing the high 
school student. He is old enough to ~ve intelligence 
and maturitJ and young enough to accept directions with 
enthusiasm. · 

Samuel Hume and Lois M • . Foster define the school 

theatre• s purposes, principles, and ideals when they say: 

At its best the school theatre presents an exceptionally 
pure type of dramatic medium undefiled by corruptive 
elements so common in the commercial theatre. Even 
Little Theatres have to placate social leaders or cater 
to cliques. But the school theatre is not engaged in 
either the business of m.aking IllO.ney or exploiting indi
viduals. Its business is to produce carefully selected, 
significant, and, at the same time, entertaining plays 
for the purpose of educating the youthf'ul enthusiasts 
entrusted to its care. 

Now the theatre in the school, properly conceivod and 
directed, o£fere to the student through his participa
tion in the play, whether as actor, stage manager, or 
mechanic, an experience which becomes of exceptional 
importance in his development. ke believe that such 
experience should stimulate the imagination, arouse 
curiosity, formulate taste, and increase appreciation, 
and in general should develop the emotional life to the 
enrichment of the whole personality. If this approach 

. is fundamentally sound, it f'ollows that the educational 
theatre is not to be · judged by what it produces in the 
way of ·plays, actors, or productions, but rather by 
measure and val.ue of its contribution to the intellec
tual and emotional 21re of the students engaged in its 
various activities. · 

lMarion June Mitchell. "Dear Joan," Dramatics, 
April, 1952, P• 8. 

2samuel HUIT1e and Lois M. Foster, Theatre and School 
(Uew Yorks Samuel French, 1932), PP• 7-9. - ------
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On the other hand, the community th~u1tre is not 

ruled by the same policies and principles as the school 

theatre. "The comml.lllity theatre is a house of play in which 

events offer to every member of a body politic active partici

pation in a conmon interest."l. 

Carl Glick, director and author, has been a champion 

of the Little Theatre movement for many years, and in 1933 

through 1935 wrote articles and books about its development. 

Some of its purposes are to be :round in these paragraphs 

from the Theatre Handboolt edited by Bernard Sobel. 

Let a group of ataeo-atruck Americans get together 
be they bankers, lawyers, stenographers, teachers, society 
matrons, factory workers, and someone is bound to say, · 
"Let's put on a play•" And another community theatre 1s 
born. 

This community 11heatre Movement is one o:f the 
most exciting adventures in the theatre that has taken 
place in our generation. It 1s one of the roost unusual, 
too, for it means that Mr. and Mrs. Busy-During-the-Day 
America, at night steps into tba theatre end engac;es in 
active play production as producer~ actor, scene shifter, 
electrician, prop boy, scene denigner, box office manager. 
Not because he wishes to make money and commercialize 
the stage; but because he loves the theatre and has :round 
a new outlet for his leisure time act1v!t1es. It may be 
rightly said to be the Theatre of Democracy, i'or 1t is 
the the~tre or the poop1e, by the people and for the 
people. 

Bruce Carpenter of Mew York University says, 

Little Theatre has two purpoeeat the first is to 
introduce drama into ooll.eges and local oommu11ities 

1Louise Burleigh, The Community Theatre in Theory 
~ Practice (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 19i7), p • .xxxii. 

2Theatre Handbook, ed. by Bernard Sobel (New York: 
Crown Publishers, 1940), p. 169. 
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Hhere there is no other way of' getting productions .. 
1 

The 
second is to introduce new things into the theatre. 

In this statement he places school and community 

theatre on the same plane and yet the latter, we realize, 

would have more freedom in ful1'1111ng the second purpo.se. 

F. F • Mackay cites the underl.ying motive of the com-. 

munity drama when he says: 

'11he immensely valuable work which is being done by the 
Little Theatre to keep alive the love of drama and 
acting in a mechanical. age can scarcely be over-estimated. 
The theatre will always owe them a great dobt. That 
many or them have been workir:ig under a disadvantage, 
particularly as regards acting, is all the more to their 
credit. In any theatre renaissance, an interest in 
plays must come first; and the impetus or the Little 
Theatr~ Moyement has been essentially a hunger for good 
dron1a. · · 

It can be seen how easily the purposes and principles 

of the school and community drama might be lookod upon as 

being strictly the same. The critic should be wise to recog

nize, just as the director should, that there are parallel 

aims, yet at the same time small di.ff erenoes in fulf'il.lment. 

Both have love for and interest in the drama or some phase 

of its production which is apart from remuneration, and the 

results in both are personal development and sat1sraotion of 

accomplishment • . But there are limitations, over•all purposes, 

and results in each realm of the school and commw1ity theatre. 

'l'he competent critic should become f a:milia.r . with the ones in 

1Bruce Carpenter, The Waz of the Drama (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1929)-;-ii°. 209-;- -

2F. F. Mackay, Elementarz Principles of Acting 
(Iiew York: Samuel French, 1934), P• ix. · 
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Although the responsibility for the success of a 

production is in the hands of the director, there is a neces

sity for an understanding on his part of the principles 

involved in acting at the amateur level. It is even more 

important that those who participate in amateur drama.tics as 

actors realize the limitations and qualifications. Naturally, 

the critic would need to be familiar with the rudiments of 

acting to assist in his evaluations, and in order to give 

helpful hints which would help in succeeding performances. 

Mackay says: 

Acting 1s the most popular of all the arts, 
enjoyed, participated in and discussed by the largest 
number of people; and yet, we may safely sayi it is 
also the art least understood by the public. 

Raymond Hassey when asked to give his ideas on acting 

replied, "Good actors, like good plays, a.re made of .flesh 

and blood, not bundles of tricks. tt2 

Harry Irvine in his book., !h2 Actor's ~ -.fil'!g ~, 

says: 

The players first task is to interpret to an 
audience; through theil" ears and their eyes, the meaning, 
and all the meanings, of the dl"ainatist 1 s pattern--the 
play which the authol' has written. Impress upon the 
beginner that acting 1s something which must be learned.3 

Stephenson Smith believes the aotor•s job begins 

just as the director's. "It involves purpose and method. 

First he decides what ~ intends to .s!Q and ~ ~ ~ is 

1Ib1d., P• l. 

2'rheatre Handbook, .212• cit., P• 26. 

3rrvine, .QE• ill•, P• 22. 
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going to do it."1 Mr. Smith presents the opposing theories 

of acting for consideration. One theory has as its main 

purpose the creating of an illusion. Thus the player acts 

by imitation. The other has as its purpose the showing of 

reality behind a surface likeness. This involves interpr~

tation of the character and the connnent on it. He sunnnarizes 

by saying, "Realism is the end in both theories. The ques

tion becomes, who obtained the best realism, the one who 

tried to imitate or the one who 1nterpreted?"2 The critic 

would profit by familiarizing himself' with the character

istics of these two theories. 

The authors of '11heatre _!a£ School have some advice 

for the school director on the "interpretation theory" for 

young actors. 

To produce a simple and direct reading of lines, without 
the grace notes and colorature embellishments or elocu
tion, or the high esctatic non-sense of the melodramatic 
stage, should be the goal reoommended to school instruc
tors. · On the other hand, the school director should 
guard against the over-realism or too-casual interpreta
tion, lest he saoririce the beauty or drama to some 
ephemeral conception or representational fidelity. The 
school should find an intermediate style compounded of 
free, simple, sincere reading, and at the same time 
retaining the finer qualities of the play and preserved 
beauties of English speech. 

The production of a play on a school stage may be con
sidered as play-reading on a projected sca1e. The busi
ness or the director should not be to inspire a full 
realization or projected characters or emotions in the 

l s. Stephenson Smith, ~• ..Q.!!•, P• 127. 
2Ibid., P• 129, 
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roles undertaken by students. Properly speaking, such 
realization is beyond the capacities of the ilmnature 
student. The director shou.ld only attempt to call forth · 
from his players a sincere delineation of the character 
of. the play, to bring about a realization of their signi
ficance and to develop a. sufficient vocabulary of vocal 
and emotional expression to assure ease of rendition.1 

On the theory of "creating an illusion," Elizabeth 

Drew off era her interpretation: 

A play is interpreted by actors. We speak sometimes of 
an actor •creating' a part. This is not strictly true. 
What an actor creates is an illusion in the mind of the 
audience. It is the playwright who creates the character 
in his lines. The art of acting is the revelation of 
drama in terms of flesh and blood. He is a vehicle for 
that creation of illusion which is the essence of dramatic 
art, and the greatest actor is he who can so command and 
use his physical presence--his voice, his limbs , his 
features, his personal magnetism--that he can hypnotize 
the audience into the belief that he 1s the character.~ 

Granville-Barker writing on amateur acting has the 

followi ng to say: 

The best play director is he who ostensibly does least, 
not most. The actors are not puppets; and since, for 
the performance at least, they will have to be let go 
from leading strings, the less they are tied by them 
the better. 

The actor' s a.rt, fully developed, is a veritable invita
tion to egoism, but at the price of discarding ego alto-
gether. He is asked, not so much to assume another · 
personality, as to interpret a character of an author's 
creatine in terms of his own. To do this he m8:$ need 
to draw upon s.J.l his resources, appreciative, emotional, 
plastic, to magnify himself to the utmost. Yet the 
character romains the author• s, and while the actor is 
interpreting it we should forget about him. It is a 
hall-mark of the quality of his performance that we do. 
There is a delicate but distinct difference between the 
art of an actor giving himself' to his part and that of 

1Hume and Foster, £E• .ill•·, P• 38. 

2nrew, .22.. ill. , p. 18. 
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one who exploits himself in his part, and the sensitive 
critic of acting will discern it.1 

The actors who take part in ooI!ll1lunity drama. as a 

rule, have more experience. It may- be from numerous perform

ances or from school plays. Therefore the development and 

sustaining of characterizations may be more complete in this 

realm of amateur productions. An actor above the school 

level can be expected to exhibit a certain polish to a role 

because his chief aim is to convey the author' s conception 

of a character in its r elation to the pley- as a whole in 

order to present a good show. 

However Lillian 1'"'oster Collins does not believe that 

school dramatics should over--emphasize the phases of play 

production such as acting but rather consider the benefits 

students derive from it. She states, 

The ailll of the school theatre is not 111 the acting, but 
in something less tangible, a little loftier, perhaps. 
The acting, the play production, are just the means to 
that end which is the end or any art~stio pursuit--
beauty, poise, and sel.f-development. 

Both school and community theatre players can fulfill 

in a fair measure the five important factors of a good actor 

as set .forth by David Belasco in this order: "ability, imagi

nation, industry, patience, and loyalty. n3 These will only 

be present in different degrees in different individuals and 

will grow as the actors learn. 

loranville-Barker, SE• .s_ll., P• 37. 
2till1an c. Foster, The Little Theatre in School 

(New Yorks Dodd, Mead and co:; 1930), p, 31. 

3Johnson, oo. cit., P• 84. 



Granville-Barker, speaking as a director ot' both 

amateurs and· proressionala1 says: 

The contributory things to the art of acting are not 
only things which shoUld be studied by us; they are 
things whifh should be studied by every person in the 
community. 
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But Heru-y Miller hits the crux of the actor's job 

when he states, "The actoi"' s conception of a role is worth 

nothing until he gets it over to his audience. 0 2 

This statement leads us to the last major consider

ation, along with director's problems and acting conceptions 

of play production . Audience response should be considered 

by the critic because unless the work of the director and 

staff and actors causes one, the play cannot be called c om• 

pletely successful. 

According to the late Alexander Dean, 

Every real creation must arouse an emotional and intel• 
lectual response in the spectator; but it does not 
follow that every creation that achieves this ia a work 
of art; nor does it follow that every great creation 
must achieve this for everyone, 

The drama more than any other art suffers in these two 
respects rrom erroneous thinking on the part of the 
spectator. The most ignorant person does not hesitate 
to pass ultimate judgment on a play or its performance. 
Young and old alike condemn or praise with decisive and 
final words. The primacy business of the drama is to 
arouse emotional states of one sort or another. 

All arts must have both the technique of conveying a 
feeling and the purely creative impulse itself. Any 

1Ibid•, P• 87 • 
2Ibid., P• 90, 
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experienced artist blends these two parts so that he 
createa 1n form. It is the same with the directors or 
actor.J. 

From the above statements it can be assumed that the 

audience response is a necessary element for a successful. 

performance, yet it cannot always be used by the critic as a 

guide to the worthiness of a production. A good audience 

response may indicate success in the purpose of entertainment, 

but ~or the setting of goals and accomplishing them, the critic 

would do well to acquaint himself with the other phases sug

gested here, the directing and acting involved in getting 

the audience response. 

Again we cite a difference pointed out by Hume and 

Foster which might be recognized by critics: 

Though an audience is ordinarily indispensible to a 
school production, pleasing that audience is not the 
first consideration or the school theatre. Yet the 
actual public production of plays is important, both as 
an incentive and as a fulf'illment and certainly there 
is no reason for sacrificing the beauty and smoot~ess 
of theatre performances to a pedaeogic principle. 

The realm of the amateur theatre broadens each year, 

and we are reminded that: 

Today a new theatre flourishes in the lend, a type of 
theatre which could never have entered the imagination 
of the professional of 1910. It is not yet a great 
theatre, but already in many localities it is doing an 
admirable job of putting on a play. It is teaching 
young and old people to imagine, to touch meanings, to 
sense beauty. It has spread from coast to coast; and 
as suggested every night near eight o'clock its audi• 
tori um begins to fill w 1th all kinds of people who• 

1Alexander Dean, Fundamentals of fg)Y Direction 
( New York: Farrar and Rhinehart Inc •. , 19 -h , pp. 19, 27 3. 

2Hume and Foster, .2£• ,ill., P• 21. 
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since the disappearanoe of the traveling professional 
company, have looked to it more and more for their 
theatrical far~.1 

Briefly, the quantity of school and comm.unity drama 

is an established fact~ and their problems are comparable. 

Yet the slight differences make writing critical reviews of 

such productions difficult for the beginning journalist. 

l!.."ven those wh:> have had experience but have not been cogni

zant 0£ the help which a constructive criticism can bring to 

the acting group and reading public may benefit from an 

"acquaintance with the field." 'l'his acquaintance involves 

some of the same information as that for director and actor. 

Play production and criticism are arts, and "art 

refuses to be put up in cans; :tt is too li.ving a thing. tt2 

One cannot beco me an artist by learnine a set of rules, but 

with a few ;fundamentals as a g uide, the critic can make his 

play reviews n10re than factual reports or bombastic fault

finding articles. As he develops his craft, he will develop 

niore appreciation for the theatre. In time he may stimulate 

the amateur organizations to produce better plays in a less 

slipshod method and to educate the public in what to expect 

from them. Part II will oontain specific elements which · the 

critic of amateur plays should look for when "covering" a 

performance. 

lcra.i'ton and Royer, .212• ill•• P• 21. 

2F ish, .212.• ill•, P• XIV• 



Part IIr The Criteria 

Our statement in the beginning of thi a chapter was 

to the effect that the competent critic must be acquainted 

with how the tools of his trade are made and then be pre• 

pared to put them to use in actual practice. Therefore, 
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th i s section of Chapter II is devoted to material which can 

be used as a reasonable criteria for judging amateur plays. 

The questionnaire can be helpful in writing critical reviews 

which will benefit directors, players and technicians in 

future work. And we feel, 1n time• that the results will be 

improved public taste• better evaluation of amateur efforts, 

and incentive to higher standards in productions. In this 

way the press will be of service to both art and the public. 

Clayton Hamilton feels there is a definite tie 

between the dramatic critic and his readers. 

In a special and immediate sense, the drama is 
a function of the populace. The reality of an acted 
play is evoked by a collaboration between those whose 
rainds are active behind tho footlights and those ,~hose 
minds are active in the auditorium; and the phenomenon 
will fail unless the minds of the artists and the minds 
of the auditors answer to each other with sympathy and 
appreciation. 

The reason why mo st newspapers and even maga
zines report plays as they report baseball games 1s that 
their publishers and editors honestly believe that the 
reading public does not care for scholarly, d1gn1.f'1ed, 
and earnest criticism. To cultivate a noble audience in 
America we shall need the service of 1rue criticism and 
the honorable labors of true critics. 

lclayton Hamilton, . Studies in Stage Cra:ft (New York: 
Hem7 Holt and Co., 1914), PP• 25g-~2. 
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Katharine Anne Ommanney, a high school director, 

believes, "The future of the theatre in the u. s. depends 

entirely upon the development o:f a sound public taste. ul 

w. T. Price in his discussion of the relation criti

cism bears to the drama emphasizes strongly the essential 

need for it in words such as these: 

Of all the writers of the press, a critic does 
not preach in the wilderness. The theatre goer loves to 
be strengthened in oorreot views, and 1ikes the explana
tion of doubts that rise in his own mind, and wl shes to 
have shown to him why he revolted against this and that. 

Criticism is abs.olutely essential to public 
morals and public taste. It 1s a guide to the people 
and a protector of the realm. Its responsibilities 
l"eally require as high character and as

2 
strong force 

as the sto.i'f of a newspaper possesses. 

Several articles on criticism in the theatre by the 

famous English critic, s. R. Littlewood, Dramat ic Critic of 

1'.!12. Mornip& Post, are to be found i n Theatre ,mg Stage. In 

one of the articles in which he discusses the true service 

that criticism bears; he has this to say: 

The oritic, like the actor; dramatist; and manager; must 
give the public either what they- want or what he can 
teach them to want• When he is not actually creative; 
he conveys ideas and discoveries to people who 'WO uld 
otherwise never have thought or even heard about them. 
Also a good and sympathetic critic not only inspires the 
public with his own enthusiasm; he g ives prioeless en~ 
ooux-agement to dramatists, p1ayere; and producers. 

This creation of a genera.]. interest in the theatre by 
ohoosine 1 t as a theme· can illuminate a.s well as inter• 
prat. It is to nr,. mind a f'a.r more important element or 

1
ommanney • .9.2 • ill• • P • 9 3 • 

2vI . T. Price, The Technique of Drama ( .New York: 
Bretana• s, i 892), P• 215• 
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criticism than the mere dell very of an ,2aS oathedra 
verdict upon the merits of this or that pla,v I favorable 
or adverse.l 

Since the need for good criticism has again been 

pointed out; and before the actual criteria is presented; it 

mi ght be well to g ive a few opinions as to the speci.fic 

qualifications for a dramatic critic. In Chapter I the 

qualifications for critics i n tho arts in ceneral were cited. 

In the '11hoatre Handbook, John Hason Brotm points out a dif'fer

ence which is worthwhile keeping in mind, especially if the 

critic has had some experience. He says: 

The dramatic critic differs from the reviewer and re
porter in that he is more interested in the idea behind 
the event than in the event itself. He sees a play or 
performance not in relation to what it I118¥ say to a pros
pective tioket-b~er, but in terms 0£ what it does con
tribute to the theatre and lif'e. He must be the first 
to realize th.at the traditions of hard-boiled journalism 
which the reporter and reviewer have held up to the stage 
as its final standards have less than nothing to do with 
the theatre and can only harness and :tmpr1son the lmagi• 
nation that 1~ ite life blood. He must know the theatre's 
traditions and see behind

2
1ts :mysteries as well as record 

his personal impressions. 

Because of Mr. s. R. Littlewood 1 s more th.an quarter 

of a century's experience in the field of critical drama.tic 

writing; because of his expressed qualities in surveying the 

work of young reporters; and because :he advocated many prin

ciples we have set forth in this thesis, we quote several 

paragraphs i'rom his article, "Advice to Intending Critics." 

ls. R. Littlewood, "As pects of Criticism," Theatre 
and St~)' ed. Harold Downs (London: Sir I , .• l'itma.'l and Sons, 
t'ta., 4-), II, 4• .. 

2Theatre Handbook, .22• ill•, PP• 19L~-l9?. 
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We will -suppose, then that some young friend has been to 
a university, has had s::,me drilling in journa1ism, has 
gone about i11 the world, just as much as his pocket and 
~emperament have made possible, and is being given his 
chance. Some little hints born of long service may be 
useful. The chief of these is that he should resist any 
temptation to sneer, or to court cheap notoriety by 
those spiteful epigrams which are so easily concocted. 
They help nobody. They do not instruct old play goers 
or make now ones. In the end they are certain to bring 
theiX' revenges upon the critic himself. At the same 
time, absolute candor, sincerity, and independence are 
essential. 

More than any other~-on account of its vitally practical 
effect-~dramatic criticism should be constructive rather 
than destructive. By constructive criticism, I mean 
that which encourages good and struggling work, builds 
up reputations by persistent interest, interprets ideas 
that might be .misunderstood, creates in the reader a 
wish for what is best in the theatre, and offers the 
suggestion of ·new possibilities. Young critics may be 
warned against the kind of I constructive t criticism 
which is boring to everybody and of no use il~ the theatre. 
This is the bringing in of little niggling and purely 
teclmical matters-•little points of s~tting, construc
tion, or stage management which would be far better dealt 
with in a letter to, or talk with, the producer. This 
is a besetting sin of many young academic critics, desir
ous of revealing a nascent understanding of playcraf't. 
I have always found it well to keep in mind that in the 
newspaper one is writing not for the theatre manage1 but 
for the public, many of whom will not see the play. 

Clayton Hamilton also states one of the purposes of 

this thesis when he says: 

The critic incur rs a double duty, first to learn and 
seoond.ly, to teach; to study in general the theatrical 
background, in partiouJ.ar the theatre of his own place, 
in an endeavor to discover what is best in current drama; 
and then to teach the public what 1s best by making clear 
the reasons 'Why. The critic by teaching the public what 
is beat in the plays it has already seen, may prepare ~t 
to appreciate what is best in the plays of the future. 

l11ttlewood, "Advice to Intending Critics," Theatre 
and stage, .fU?• .ill•• PP• 1077-78. 

2 8 Hamilton, .212• ill•, P• 2 1. 
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In his essay "A Critic of the Acted Drama: William 

Archer.," Mr-. Brander llatthews points out two obligations 

which distinguish the critic of the actod play:. 

Rare as the purely literary critic may be., the critic or 
the acted drama cannot be but rarer yet., since his task 
is far more difficult. The former needs to know the 
theory and practice of but a. single art, the art or the 
writer; while the latter has to be possessed of the 
principles not only of his, but also of tt-ro others wholly 
diff'ere11t 1 the art of the pla.;ywright ~nd the a.rt of the 
actor. And his equipment 1s harder to attain also, for 
while the literary critic can take down a book at will 
to consider it at leisure, the dramatic critic soon 
learns that the mere perusal of a play :ts only half his 
duty, and that he has not seized its full, significance 
until he has seen it acted.i 

These opinions lead us to the conclusion that the 

play critic should do more than "see and report." If he 

aspires to launch out into the sphere of public u·tility., he 

must adopt enlarged interests. He will soon discover that 

in the art world familiarity breeds not contempt, but an 

enthusiaatic love for the bent. 

Early in the first chapter it was pointed out that 

full appreciation began with finding the answers to ques

tions• 'I1herefore; the most pertinent questions about amnteur 

plays• followed by comments on them from authorities; have 

been arrang ed in outline ~orm ~or the use of the c~itic• The 

questions represent a condensation of those suggested by 

several authorities, and .are based on the same four elements 

considered 1n Part r. They are restated here in the first 

paragr aph :from Miss Ommanney' s chapter on "Judging a Play," 

1Brander Matthews, "A Critic of the .t.cted Drema: 
William Archer," Historical Novel and Other Essays (C. Scrib-
ner's Sons, 1914), p., ~74. -



To appreciate fully any type oi' drama and judge 
it fairly• you must consider the play itself, its inter
pretation by the actors, its stagipg by the director, 
and its reception by the audience.l 

It is our belief that the basis of criticism of all 

phases of pJ.ay production is the understanding and answering 

of three question s: 

What is being attempted? 

How well has it been done? 

Was it worth doing? 

The most informative roviel-TS are not always the most helpful, 

for the enjoyment of a play ls heightened by an appreciation 

of what has gone· into the ma.king of it. 

There are four participants in the making of a 

finished theatrical production--the playwright, the actor, 

the director, and the audience. Theoretically the playwright's 

job is finished when he delivers the play into the hands of 

the director, whose business it is to bring the play to life 

on the stage. What, then, are the questions to ask about the 

play, the production, and the audience? 

!ill! Plai 

Does the play have a story worth telling? 

Is it old and obvious? 

Is the play classified as comedy or farce, melodrama 

or tragedy? Is it naturalistic, symbolic, romantic? 

Is the fundamental idea of the play true or false in 

its concept of life? 

l . 
Ommanney, op. ill•, P• 96. 
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Is the theme consistent with the setting, plot and 

characters presented? 

Should the general public be encouraged to see it 

because of the theme? 

Has the playwright interested you in his point of 

view? 

If the play has no theme, is its delight in other 

thines? 

Are the sequence of events clear-cut and rising to 

a climax? 

Are you held in suspense to the end? 

Are you chiefly interested in events, people, or the 

place? 

Does the dialogue advance the action, deepen the 

characterization, or intensify the mood? 

In the quest ions about the play itself, its theme, 

its merits as literature, and its appeal, the opinion of 

Alexander Dean is given. He says: 

The critic must possess a thorough knowledge of innumer
able plays and the performance methods of the past, 
because in addition to having a keenly appreciative 
nature, th.e critic must be able to judge intellectually 
the value and originality of the subject matter as well 
as the or1g~aJ.1ty and suitability of the form to express 
the subject. 

To clarify the answers to the first five or six ques

tions we quote extensively from Studies _!B Stage Craft by 

Clayton Hamilton. 
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In all the arts a di,stinction may be drawn between wrks 
which are objective and impersonal and works which are 
persona1 and subjective. It is the merit of certain 
works of art that they tell us nothing of their makers; 
but it is no less the merit or others that they tell us 
a great deal. The r ormer is mre admirable f'rom the 
technical standpoint, but the latter is the more engaging 
from the standpoint or humanity. Criticism, in deaJ.ing 
with personal, subjective works, must therefore cast 
reason to the winds and estimate only the nff'ection they 
evoke. 

For any general work of art, because it is a living 
thing, may be imagined to have a body and a soul. The 
soul of a play is its theme and the body of a play its 
story. By the theme of a play is meant some principle 
or truth, or hur11an life--.such a truth as might be formu
lated critically in an abstract and seneral proposition-
which the dramatist aontl"ives to convey concretely to 
his auditors through tho particular medium o:f his story • . 
Granted a good theme, a playwright may invent a dozen 
or a hundred stories to embody it; but the final merit 
of bis work will depend l~gely on whether or not he has 
succeeded in selecting a story that is at all points 
worthy of his theme. 

'.I1he cr1 tic, therefore I shou1d never condemn a pla.Y1,rright 
because his story is old, but he may reasonably expect 
the author to 1llum1nata the narrative with ideas and 
moods that shall be new because they are essentially his 
own. 

One of the first questions that must be asked of a.ny 
play that appeals for popularity is• 'Is it plausible? i 
And the only all inclusive question that must be asked 
any play that bids for more than passing commendation is 
the question; 'Is it true?' For example; "The Blue Bird" 
is not a plausible representat1on of experience; yet it 
is eternally; iI!lmortally true. 

The Production - . 

Is the setting in keepins with the type of play; 

characters depicted; period covered; theme discussed? · 

,Is it artistic or merely functional? 

Does it add to or detract from enjoyment? 
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Does the stage business seem properly motivated or 

does it get in the wny? 

Does the production have unity? 

Does the play have variety of tempo? 

Are the characterizations true to life and consistent? 

Do they arouse definite feelings? 

Are the actors artificial or natural in technique? 

Are you conscious of their methods for getting effects? 

Do the actors cooperate with each other, the director, 

and the author in interpretation of the p1ay by knowing lines, 

focusing attention on the center of interest , and losing them

selves ·1n their parts? 

The production is in the hand of the director and he 

ia primarily responsible for the answers to all the above 

questions. It is he who combines the directing and acti:ne 

with other elements to 11n1ake" the play. Accordine to Theatre 

Handbook, "The coordination of' all the elements of' the theatre 

with all the elements of the drama is the function of the 

director. 11 1 

Lee Strasberg in giving his definition of' the direc

tor's duties, makes the play• s concept ion one of the first. 

He says: 

What is performed is a concept ion .2f. .! play, not 
the play itself. And 1t will be the director• s conceP
tion that reaches the stage. The major part of' the 
director's job is concerned with guiding the cast in 
regulating, coordinating and controlling the character
izations so that the desired dramatic illusion, in accord
ance with the conception of the play, may be achi eved. 

½heatre Handbook, .22• ill•, P• 2).8. 
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While the fundamental. task is the same for evecy 

directo~, obviously every director has his own particular 
method o.f' working, which is merely his way or achieving 
the results he aims at. Interesting directing and acting 
can make a live and at times thrilling theatre, no great 
theatre can exist except through the medium or great 
plays and

1
playwr1ghts; and the director is born to serve 

the play. 

Gertrude Johnson says, 1111he most important factor in 

the ultimate success o:r failui~e of a play is the director. 112 

Ii' the critic, then, is aware of the great responsi

bility the director bears he can be prepared to correctl.y 

place critical remarks~ 

Hermine Nelms, the editor of Stage Practice, corrects 

a misconception about the value of scenery in amateur produc

tion. He s~s: 

Nost amateur production c;roups are fostered by the urge 
to act. Settings are often regarded as necessary nui
sances to be td shed orr on members who •can't act.• 
This is not so. Scenery has an im.porta.nt effect on the 
actor. It sets a standard for his work and helps or 
hinders hi.a imagination in direct ratio to it's quality. 
Improved scenery increases audience approval and opens 
the way to better attendance. It offers a new, varied, 
field of activity and per:r.ii ts more people to perform.3 

As a general rule the public cares little f'or 11 behind

the-scenes" activity. But the critic can m~e his cormnents 

valuable means for further appreciation of settings and other 

technical work. 

Robert and Lillian Masters of Indiana State College 

have definite suggestions for the director. They list some 

lLee . Strasberg , t1The Director," Theatre Handbook, 
.QJ2.• cit., PP• 218, 220. 

2Johnson, .21?• 9.J:1., P• 98. 

3rrenning Nelms, A Primer of Stagecraft {New York: 
Dramatics Play service, 19hl), p,2. 
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hints as essentials all directors should know; therefore, 

directors offer themselves tor adverse criticism who do not 

follow them. Among t .heir fundaments are these: 

Before selecting a play, consider well the audi
ence, the cast and the occasion. 

Arrango de.finite schedules for rehearsals and 
have at least one week for polishing. 

strive always for pictorial baJ.ru.1ce on stage, 
avoiding straight lines and wedBe arrangements. 

Remember thought precedes action in ·stage busi
ness .• 

In stage rusiness. the shortest line to a place 
is the best rule. 

The two most important phases of p lay production in 

the hands o.f the director are those of unity and tempo . 

"A play like any other work of art, must be an harmo

nious whole, however diverse its parts , they must be so 

related that an errect of unity is produced. •12 

"It should always be remembe1"ed that the play, the 

players, and their grouping, the scenery, the costumes, the 

lighting, the properties, all compose one unit."3 

In an article in the magazine Dramatics, April, 1952, 

the iraporta.nce of tempo of the play was discussed: 

Unless careful attention is paid to tempo two errors can 
arise, either of which will ruin all the values of a 
performance more quickly perhaps than any other single 

1Robert W. and Lillian D. Masters, The Curtain Rises 
(New York and Dallas: D. C. Heath and Co.• 1938), P• 31. 

York: 

2Thea.tra ~ St~, .22• cit., p. 926. 

3A. H. Drummond., A Manual of Play Production (New 
New York state College of Agriculture, 1937), p. 38. 
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thing that oan go wrong with a play. One error is a 
tempo that is consistently too slow and the other is a 
tempo that lacks all variety. Unfortunately, these are 
two or

1
the commonest flaws to be found in amateur produc

tions. 

These two vital elements are often overlooked by 

critics who are not fwn111ar with wcy a pl.a.y "lag s" or "runs 

smoothly." Mr. Hamilton places all responsibility on the 

director when he says: 

There is one phase of dramatic art which has 
rarely been described by critics and is scarcely ever 
noticed by the average theatre-goer. The merit of many 
dramatic scenes 1s resident in the sheer rhythm of their 
presentation and the deft manipulation of: this rhythr.1 in 
the tempo of the acting. For · the manipulation's of these 
eff'ects the stase director is finally responsible. 

Stephenson Smith endorses the same theory about th.is 

essential _element when he says: 

In producing a play, all the arts are £used 
together--or should be, It is the combined ef'f'ect which 
determined tho rhythm of the production. A good director 
tries to weave all the artistic elements of his script 
into a design which shall have a good "flow; 11 easy for
ward movement and an unforced con tinuity-. His effort, 
like the author's is directed toward achieving a synthesis. 

The critic, on the other hand; has before him 
the task of analysis. He needs to disentangle the vari.;. 
ous artistic elements. He requires therefore an acquaint
ance with the a'l.l.T-111ary arts employed in the theatre and 
is especially concerned with the contribution each element 
makes to the total effect ·or the production,3 

For assistance in answering the questions relating 

to acting., it mieht be well for the critic to remember two 

quotations from! Primer~ Stage Craft. 

l:Nacy Ella Bayee; nAllied Activities and Dramatics;" 
Dramatics, April, 1952, P• 29. 

2namilton1 .21?• cit., P• 188. 

3s. Stephenson Smith, .21?.• ill•, P• 237. 



As an analyst, the critic must look for the 
devices which enable the actor to mal~e the character 
live, but the dominating central fact of such perfec't; 
acting lies in the imagination of the actor •. 
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A skilJ.ful actor soon makes the audience forget 
the minor conventions of the theatre, in any event. He 
evokes that willing suspension of disbelief, which 
Coleridge thought the first requisite of dramatic illu
sion.1 

In the book Practical St age Directing fQ£ Amateurs, 

Emerson Tay1or names Chapter V, Amateur Actor's A-B-C 1s. A 

few of these rules have been selected with the viewpoint in 

mind of a critic analyzil-:ig tho actor. 

The mental attitude is very important. 'i:he 
actor.should feel the part, but not lose hims0J..r entirely. 

B."yes are i mporta..'1.t. They c an reveal character 
and betray the actor. 

Hovement must have meaninr; . Unless there is a 
pui"pose there is no movemc11t . This is difficul.t for 
amateurs. 

Speech follows action on tho stage. 

How t he actor stands is watched by the audience 
more than his bends. 

Keep consistent charac t er. Never ~ down. 

Success of a play depends on total effect--team 

Hiohai"'d Burton has this explanation whioh would be 

hel pful in the above rules. 

It is common in criticism to sneer at the tend
ency of modern actors to shift position while the dialogue 
1s underway; thus producing an u:rmecessarily uneasy effect 
of meani~less action. This is based on a sound law of 

1Nelms; .22• ill•, P• 262. 

qiaylor, 212.• ill•, P• 98. 
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drama; a desire for new pictures••in drama, composition 
to the eye is as truly a principle as in painting. Also 
motion implies emotion. The Greek word for drama means 
doL:,g. To exhibit feeling is to do something. The drama 
m.ust express the things within by things without, that is 
its method. The \dse director will not call for a change 
of picture unless it represents a psychologic fact.l 

Van Cartmell continues in the same vein. 

It is true we seek an effect of naturalness, but that 
is obtained usually only by virtue of skilled technique. 
Verry few players by being natural can appear natural. 
Unless the characterization calls r or marke,1 'Ut'lder
playing,' the actor., like the painter, must know the 
value of color and shading to present a convincing and 
satisfying picture to ~is audience. Acting is portrai
ture, not photography. 

The third element which must. be considered in judging 

plays is audience response. 

~ Audionoe 

Is the audience restless or attentive? 

Is there a definite response? 

Is there immediate appreciation of clever lines, 

dramatic situations, and skillful acting? 

We recall again the warning about the audience re

sponse as an unreliable index to success mentioned on page 

twenty of Part One in this chapter. At the 'Sa.me time we 

present the v1~wpo1nt of the combined authors of Behind the -
~ootlights. 

An audience is not man or woman multiplied by 
the necessary figures to make the total number 1n attend
ance. It is made up of various sorts or individuals 

1Burton, .22• ill•, P• 165-166. 
2van H. Cartmell; The Amateur Tlieatre Handbook (Garden 

City, New York: Blue Ribbon Books, !9l~5), P• 20. 
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pervaded cy a group consciousness that 1s the most 
baffling phenomenon in the realm of psychology. There 
does not exist the man, however expert i11 the worJ.d of 
theatre, who oan say with absolute assurance that such 
and such a dramatic situation will interest an audience. 
It is just that element of uncertainty that keeps the 
theatre alive~1 

Mr. John Rosenfield, amusements editor of the Dallas 

Morning Hews, in an ar.ticle entitled "Without the Living 

Theatre," has this to say about audiences. 

To some the theatre is a place of amusement or recreation, 
to others a place of stimul.ation. The long dispute 
whether the theatre should inspire and educate or merely 
divert and release could be resolved by recognition of 
the fact that there are people wb:> can be rel.axed by a 
litt1e edificatio~ and entertained by the flieht of crea
tivo inspiration. 

1'o continue his belief thllt the living theatre has an even 

deeper sociological meaning, Mr. Hosenfield quotes extensively 

from Brooks Atkinso n• s article in "Antioch Motes, 11 a publi

cation of Antioch College. Mr . Atkinson, drama critic of the 

New 12!:! Times, and labeled by Mr. Rosenfiel d as an "expert 

on the theatre, 11 has the following to say about audiences: 

}J ithout a theatre a democratic community is not 
fully alive. Audiences have a capacity for creation; 
and the theatre · 1s one of the places where people fulfill 
themselves as members of the race. For nothing about 
the theatre is so oharacter1st1o of its genius as its 
audiences. 

Obviously the author is the primary creative 
force and the actors his collaborators. But the art .or 
the community experience of theatre does not come to 
life until an audience begins to assemble, either recep
tive or hostile as the case may be. 

York: 
1charles Mather et al, Behind the Footlightg (New 

Silver, Burdette;midco., 19JSJ,p. 7-8. 

2nailas Morning ~. Ja.."'luary JO, 1952. 
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Radio and screen audiences cannot participate 

intimately in what they are seeing and hearing because a 
mechanical process separates them from the actors. But 
in the theatre, the audience not only gives the verdict 
but participates in the per.formance o:f the play and re• 
writes the author. It is a hackneyed jest o.f the theatre 
that plays are not so much written as re-written because 
audiences pounce so unerringly on the things that are 
WI'O:tlg. 

Fortunately the theatre cannot help being a demo
cratic institution. It is controlled by its audiences, 
and audiences are not a:fraid of ideas or dif'f'erences of 
opinion. Mever question the final. judgment 0£ audiences. 
They have an "idiotic genius" for knowin6 what rings 
true. And don't worry about a cor:iraunity that has a 
lively theatre lighted up

1
in the evening. People are 

passing judgment on life. 

Finally, the reporter needs to take inventory of his 

own methods. The questions below will assist him. 

1.hg Critic 

Do you use every opportunity to see a play acted? 

Do you go I back stage I during performances? 

Do you attend rehear.sa.J.s of plays? Head the play? 

Do you have frequent talks with directors about 

their purposes and methods? 

Do you precede a critical review with an interview 

story with the director or members of the c~~t? 

Do you have a !'eaturo story on costumes, wtlque 

lie;hting e.f.fects, w1usual props; particular directorial prob

lems? 

These last two questions may prove helpful to the 

critic who evaluates a performance to make his reviews more 

interesting to the reader• These additional articles sugceated 
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by the questions will make the criticism 1:121derstandable to 

the readers who did not attend, and will point out much to 

appreciate to those woo do go. The critic shou1d remember 

this notation from Tho Crit1o ts Uotebook1 - . 

The critic's job 1s to boost or jaok up the indi• 
vidual reader to as high as possible a level of enjoy
ment, to move him from thf cellar to the penthouse, where 

. he can get a better view • . 

To brief'ly reiterate the critic I s considerations and 

responsibilities, we cite this sUI1lIIlaJ.7 thought .from Drama 

~ Dramatics. 

You considered £1:rst the play itael..f, its story, 
its theme; its structure, the author's purpose, and 
attitude toward life. 

You were not dismqed if the play refused to be 
put into any narrow cla.ss1.ficat1on; but looked only to 
see 1£ its co:rnedy and tragedy were deeply rooted in 
human nature; its mo.lodrama and .force sincerely or 
cheaply sensational. You asked whether the characters 
were true and well-motivated if the dialogue was true 
to the characters, lively and dra:matio. 

In the actor you looked for real creation of 
characters, .for sincerity, for voice adequately exp:i:'ess
ing character, intelligent reading of' lines; above all 
the projection of character. 

You watched to see . if the play as a whole was 
pitched in the right key, played e.t the right tempo, and 
had unity. 

You noti_ced whether the set had the necessary 
functions of s1mpl1c1 ty, suggestiveness, harmony, and 
expressiveness. Aleo you noted it costumes expressed 
the idea of the play in color and design and appropriate 
to background, grouping, and type or c~racter. 

All this examination did not destroy the illusion, 
but rather enhanced it. 

1~rhe Critic I s notebook, ,sm. ill•, P•· 3. 
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You .ful:f'illed your responsibility or going to 
the play with something besides a free ticket. Na.�ely, 
a receptive, intelligent mind, a background knowledge as 
good as was £ossible to obtain, a spirit disposed to be
sympathetic. 

In conclusion, :Milton Marx would remind the critic: 

The three elements of acting, staging, and audi
ence must be considered along with the play to arrive at 
an eva1uation of the finished production. A fine produc
tion of a fine pla;y is always a memorable experience for 
all concerned. A poor production� spoil a good play; 
a good production may improve a poor play.

2 
The play 1s 

the constant, the production the variable. 

In presenting criteria for uao in judging the per-

formances of amateur plays, we have attempted to keep two 

facts in mind. First of' all, the questions had to be con

densed and phrased frora the viewpoint of tho busy, and often 

inexperienced, reporter. Then, they had to be compiled in 

such a way as to be useful to one writine; in all three realms 

o.f the amateur field. Host city newspapers have one person 

who covers dramatics, professional and amateur. In the 

smaller towns and on college campuses this person may have 

added assignments such as social or club news, book reviews, 

movie publicity, or even sports. The first reporter might 

use the criteria as a reminder of the considerations to make 

between the professional and amateur. The latter t·.o uld find 

them guides to the essentials of play production. 

Part I has been devoted to pointing out ways 1n 

which each of these reporters may gain a background .for 

reviewing o.f amateur plays. For that reason several noticeable 

1Fish, .21?:• ill•, P• J.40.

2Marx, .2E.• ill•, P• 218. 
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dii'ferences in the three levels referred to as amateur have 

been disclosed. The educational angle in the school theatre, 

the limitations of cast experience and budgets, the higher 

standards expected of comm.unity theatres~-all these are 

worthy considerations f'or the reviewer who is interested in 

constructive work. 

A young amusements reporter should thoroughly enjoy 

the challenge off'ered to try his hand at reviewing high 

school, college, and community plays with the idea of point

ing out d1£ferences which distinguish tl~ class1£~cations 

and noting how the audiences grow in appreciation. Many 

towns offer a situation with thriving acting organizations 

working in all three phases, plus added attractions of profes

sional road shows• 

To illustrate another reason why we felt the need of 

this in.formation, we offer this typical situation. In dis

cussing it with acquaintances in the jotirnalisr.1 field, the 

illustration is a good example of this type of class the 

past few years. The class was one in Critical Dramatic 

Writing offered in the Journalism Department of North Texas 

State College, Denton, Texao. All of the young people en

rolled in the course expressed a desire to join the .Amuse

ments Department of a newspaper after graduation, and all 

were of junior or senior classif'ication. All expressed 

willingness to begin with the smaller paper where the duties 

would be varied as we have pointed out. All conceded that 
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part of his duty would be to foster appreciation for all 

local amateur talent. Ifone had taken part in amateur dra

matics since high school. One had a more than average 

acquaintance with the elements of a play as he had written 

several. He ad.mi tted his lmowJ.edge of production was very 

limited. several members had minors in music but with not 

even a "reading knowledge" of tho theatre. Two had had 

poems and short stories published; one had sold a few book 

reviews. These students were ready to go into the community 

and "review the arts" 1 which would include high school and 

college plays and perhaps a Little Theatre production. Yet 

it can be readily seen how each of these reporters would be 

unprepared for such an assignment. Each one would see the 

play with a different viewpoint, from the background of a 

musician, book reviewer, playwright, etc. In filling assign

ments for the class mentioned above, that is reviews of 

local plays in all three amateur fields, theDe students 

spent much time in research. It is hoped they would do so 

in a real-life assignment, but again time limit m1cht prove 

a handicap. With the idea of presenting a concrete, usuable 

criteria for the assistance or such reporters, this study 

was instigated; and we feel that, over a period of time, the 

use of the material. would produce more co11atrt1.ctive reviews, 

improved performances, and a better informed public. People 

will no longer avoid "amateurn dramatics because it will 



have learned a new appreciation through the reviewers who 

have been learning themselves. 
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In Chapter I the value and function of cri tioism and 

the cr1t1o were presented. Definitions of drama in the 

broad sense, the amateur play and its elements in particular 

were given. The need for constructive critical reviews was 

pointed out, and the intention of providing helpful material 

for the critic in this field was stated. 

Chapter II has been concerned with the presentation 

of this material, Part I being background knowlodge and Part 

II the criteria for judging the plays for criticism. 

The following chapter will consist of actual reviows 

f:rom newspapers, college publications, or magazines of plays 

which have been perfonned in each of the three fields of 

amateur production. Attention will be drawn to ways in which 

these reviews bl"ought out suggestions which would help parti

cipants improve future productions and at the same time pro

vide the reader with worthwhile reading. On the other hand 

some will demonstrate how little thought was given to the 

play itself or the production as a whole, but was merely a 

l'eport of an event or a singling out of certain elements to 

praise or condemn. In conclusion a brief analysis of opinions 

o.f amusements editors, directors, and others will be sunnnarized. 



CHAPrER III 

APPLICATION OF THE CRITERIA 

Now that a brief survey of criticism in general-•its 

relation to amateur drama.tics in particular has been made-

and reasonable criteria for use in writing reviews for the 

latter has been presented, we offer examples of reviews for 

further con sideration. By the application of the proposed 

standards of judgment to these saro.ple reviews, we hope to 

point out a need for and use of the criteria. Some examples 

illustrate how little value is obtained from announcement

type wri te•ups which follow a performance. Others show how 

some background knowledge of dramatics on the part of the 

reporter makes constructive criticism possible. 

The analysis of the questionnaire which accompanied 

requests .for the sample reviews 1s included in the sunnnary 

of the chapters. It represents a cross section o.f attitudes 

toward publicity and critical reviewing of amateur plays. 

We have limited the review examples for the .two f'ollowing 

reasons. With the presentation of only a few or those which 

we consider typical of the points we wish to make clear, it 

appears less confusing to the reader. In making use of' the 

examples f'rom college and community drama we were guided by 

the fact that members of these groups can make better use of 

critical reviews than can high school students. The same 

60 
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people participate over longer periods of time in the former 

groups and are more interested in improvement methods. Very 

few high school newspapers attempt to give an after-perform

ance criticism of their plays, because the plays are usually 

given only once and because the students rarely have an oppor

tunity to appear in varied roles. 

In making this study we have found much space being 

devoted to amateur dramatics in leading newspapers . The 

Dallas Mor ning ~ gives an equal amount of space to pub

licity and reviews of amateur groups and the professionals. 

Write-ups about the play, author, unusual production angles 

and pictures of the cast are run several weeks before perform

ance date . A critical review with by-line :follows "opening 

· night," whether it be the Arden Club of Southern Methodist 

University, the Civic Playhouse, Dallas Little Theatre, 

Center Players, or Theatre •52 and a New York production of 

~, Book _!lli! Candle. High school plays are not reviewed 

but are given publicity in weekly columns like Facts and ------
Forecasts or Little Theatricals. In like manner, many college 

and community drama organizations within a radius of 100 

miles of Dallas are given attention in these columns. The 

Daily Times Herald, another leading Dallas newspaper, also 

gives a large amount of space to amateur productions. Either 

because of previous agreement or for other reasons each news

paper reviews the play the other has not. Although the 

reporters who cover the amateur plays have had limited 



personal experience in dramatics, both Mr. Rual Askew of the 

~ and Mr. Bob Brook of the Times Heralq are enthusiastic 

supporters of such endeavors. They spend time with directors 

discussing aims and purposes, visit rehearsals, do backgrowid 

reading on the plays to be presented, and are always searching 

for interestmg angles to stimulate their readers• apprecia

tion for the perforI11a.noe. Dallas is a large city, but its 

newspapers are fanatically devoted to the artistic achieve• 

ments of its local citizens and students . This tribute can

not be paid to other loca1ities such as Oklahoma City, Denver, 

Colorado, st. Louis, Nissouri, or even Texas cities like 

Amarillo, Abilene, Fort Worth, and Austi n. These cities have 

many activities in amateur dramatics in their vicinities; 

however, daily reading of amusement sections iu their papers 

over an extended period does not impress one that the field 

is equally as i mportant as movies or professional theatre. 

One exception is the Houston Chronicle which gives equal 

publicity space to the amateur and professional acting groups, 

but seldom gives amateurs a critical review. To illustrate 

the variety of amateur activity and the space devoted to it 

we call attention to the amusements section of this paper of 

October 12, 1952. With equal space and headlines for write-

ups on the professional production .!ifil, Book, !!19: Candle 

and the new plays on Broadway and Hark Barron• s column there 

were al.so the following: two pictures of current amateur 
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plays, .Arsenic ~ ~ Lace at the Attic Theatre and Curious 

Savage at the Little Theatre; pre .. performance write .. up for 

the Civic Theatre play, Marco Polo; announcements of current 

productions, Aladdin at the Al.ley Theatre and Claudia at the 

Playhouse. The newspapers of Los Angeles, California also 

devote much space to college and junior college plays, but 

again the stories are of the publicity type. 

In order to point out the need for some guide for 

reporters and how little value comes from ru.u1ouncements after 

the performance we refer to the following two reviews from 

the Denton County Journal. The story on The House ,Q.t Bernarda 

~ appeared after the play was presented as indicated in 

the first paragraph. Later in the write-up the 1•eader is led 

to believe it is a future production. No appreciation or 

helpful criticism is expressed. Therefore, in its absence 

of style and in correct information it even fails as a news 

item. Granted there is little of a critical nature that ca11 

be included in a review of a high school junior class play 

such as the second article illustrates; it is given here as 

an example of the numerous ones of its kind which present no 

stimulation to the amateur's efforts or to the reader's 

enlightenn1ent. The reading of numerous articles such as the 

ones printed here over a long period of time was the prin

ciple incentive for making the study for this thesis. 

Tessie Spring~ Presented~~ 
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House of Bernarda Alba by Federica Garcia Lorca, the 
Texas State College for Women College Theatre's spring 
production was presented in the Hubbard Hall "Theatre
in•the-Round" Thursday and Friday night. 

"Theatre-in-the-Round" employs the same seating arrange
ment as that of a boxing matoh. Patrons sit around the 
stage i11stead of directly in front of it. The theatre 
is located 1n the basement of Hubbard Hall. 

House of Bernarda Alba tells the story of a mother's 
suppression of her family and gives a picture of life of 
women in Spain. 

Jonan Brown has the title role of Bernarda. Cast as her 
five daughters were Jo Causey, Pat Brown, Martha Nicholas, 
Liz Stroop and Carolyn Cawley. 

Others in the production were Jean Armistead, Pst von 
Claustwitz, Ann Fouts, Judy Martin, Norma Jean Martin, 
and June Cosner. Women in mourning were portrayed by 
the 'fSCW acting class. 

Josh F' . Hoach, associate professor of speech at the 
college., is director of the production, and Martha 
Nicholas is student director. 

The play will be presented in connecyion with the observM 
ance of International Theatre Month. 

Northwest Juniors• • Pla;z Bie Success 

'11he Juniors of Northwest presented a play, Look 1:!g_ 
in the Eie, by Jay Tobias in the Northwest auditorium 
Monday n ght, March 24. The players were Loyce ~•homaa, 
Kennith Mitchell, Marnice Hanes, Freddie Smith, Billy 
Powers, Billye Henderson, Gailya Lewis, Don Spradley, 
Wayne ilrible, Daphine Beam, Joe Wheeler,. Juanelle Thorell. 

Look 112 ,!!l ~ Eye, a comedy in three acts was the 
story of a couple who, in spite of the threat of having 
their allowance discontinued and being disinherited if 
they married, decided to marry any-way and try to prevent 
their rich aunt and uncle finding them out. When the 
aunt and uncle happened to visit the couple at the same 
time things began to happen. Finally, with the aid of 
two hypnotists, the problems of all concerned were solved 
to give the play a happy ending. 

1oenton County Journal, March 27, 1952. 
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Between acts entertainment was a preview of the 
coming minstrel to be presented April 18, Floyd Barks
dale, Kenneth Clark, and Teddy Reed, and Bobby Lewis and 
Charles Carpenter playing several popular numbers. Miss 
Evelyn Bass rendered a vocal se1eotion, "Summertime." 
Garnett Grant "lipped" an Al Jol.son number. Mrs. c. E. 
Shuford and Mrs., Launa Morrow sponsored the play. l 

For another comparison we use three reviews of a 

local college production,� Lady's� for Burning by 

Christopher Fry. 2 Since the play was presented by North 

Tex.as State College Players the. student paper gave it excel

lent publicity beforehand which prepared the public for what 

to expect in the type of play and its risk at the hands of' 

an amateur group. The review which £ollowed the performance 

was written by a regular member of the Amusements Sta.ff of 

the paper. It was an announcement 0£ the pe�formance, its

cast, and its production crew. No attempt wo.s made to answer 

the questions which might have been asked o.s to how wel1 the 

playwright's theme was portrayed. There was no indication 

in the news story of audience response or an:y other moans of 

determining succoss. There was no interesting commentary to 

create interest in o.ttendo.nce. There ·was no helpful criticism 

for future work or praise for effort for actors or director. 

Naturally a straight news story would not carry these elements; 

but we point out the possibilities which have been omitted 

to show a need for a critical review to follow the build up 

of good publicity. For comparison we have placed in the 

1Ibid.

2Appendi x, pp. 112-lll�. 
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Appendix1a critical review of another play which included 

some of the same cast members. The attempt at giving helpful 

criticism is present in this review of Death .2£ ~ Salesman. 

The writer, '.I'ommy Kirkland, makes an ef'fort to point out ways 

in which the characters did or did not fulfill the play

wright Is purpose. It is our belief that articles such as 

this are more worthwhile, journalistically and drrunatics.lly,. 

than a news story when reporting amateur plays. 

One of the assignments for the Journalism Class in 

Critical Dramatic Writing mentioned in Chapter II was to 

cover this play. A sample of the class work is Hr. Di mock 1s, 

the one included here. This writer was the I11ost eligible as 

a possibility of going into this type of reportil1B, hence we 

chose his article. It is printed below as originally written; 

but the instructor had marked many g rammatical errors and 

misspelled words as well as circled phrases which he termed 

"trite" or "bad metaphor." '.l.'he reader would receive little 

from this review except perhaps a feeling that the play was 

difficult to present and that several actors and actrosses 

ware taking the ·wrone co'UI'ses. 'I'o Sf>¥ there were "flaws" 

and never point out one; to say most actors• portrayals were 

"satisfactory, 11 then proceed to condemn several in vitrolic 

terms; to give the director "orchidsn and not point out 

references to show the deserving of such praise--bears little 

resemblence to constructive criticism• 

1Appendix, pp. 115-116. 
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dimock 

review--"The Lady's not for Burning"--

As its spring present ation the College Players chose 
Chr istopher Fry' s "The Lady's Not for Burning," a comedy 
of a witch hunt in the l400s ~ 

As a group the Players are to be connnended on good 
act:lng, and their director should receive orchids for a 
job well done on a pl ay hard to do . 

Fr y ' s play is not t:t:e e asiest th o.t might have been 
chosen for an unseasone d tro upe , and the di£ficult1es 
found in the enunciat ion of t he longer and less harmonious 
words in the script wer e not an altogether e a sy l adder t o 
climb. 

But the actors di d turn in a satisfying portrayal of 
their individual parts. 

'Iihe set, one piece and sturdily built , was appro
priate f or the play and well executed. The costumes, 
too , were well done and they bl ended in with the atmos
phere of the stage. 

There were several flaws i n the lighting and s t aging 
however, that might have been eliminated. 

One of the most noticeable distract i ons was Miss 
Marian Laminack1 s acting, coupled with her voice. Either 
she has political connections with the casting depart
ment, or e l se t here is a derth of good female actresses 
on the ce.mpus. The latter statement seems to be born 
out by the other women in the p lay. 

Mi ss Laminack, at times , including deliverance of 
several of her more important parts, cho~e to stand in 
the shadows instead of where the audience could see her 
without straining their eyes. 'I'his could have · been light
ing, also, which was never varied with the exception of 
adding a little blue at a window to give the appearance 
of morning . 

Miss Pattie Bunch , the mother of the two boys who 
are in love with· Miss Laminack, also stays in the shadows, 
and the delivery of her ltnes was in matter-or-fact tone 
of voice that gave the audience no hint of interest on 
her part . 

Jerry Blackwell, ,who played t he lead, was without 
doubt, the best of the cast. His performance gave life 



to some of the portions o£ the p lay that would have 
otherwise dragged. 

Other parts dragged o.n:y,,ray. 

Una Gl azener, an old timer with the Players, gave 
another performance that helps to build the ego of the 
actress but adds nothing to the theater. 
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The rest of the cast could be termed as character 
actors, and there work was among the best-received by 
the audience. The two brothers and their constant bicker
ing and insane conversation add many sparks of laughter 
to the dead wood of the play.1 

'Ihe third attempt to review the same play came from 

Gilbert Gorman of the Record-Chronicle staff . His is of the 

announcement-type article and of little use to acting groups 

f or the future . Nr. Gorman does acknowledge the production 

crew and its work, so often slighted by reporters. '.1.'he fact 

that he names almost the entire cast under a "sup erb por

trayals" phrase and t he director under "special praise" defi

nition of success leaves nothing to work 'toward in the future. 

Mr. Gorman has a. "reading knowledge 11 of dramatics and with 

some study might develop his ability to see its "inside work

ings." His duties on t he paper cover sever•al areas , and 

some guide posts might prove helpful to him a.s he learns to 

write about plays • 

.IT£. College fl layer Product ion Lauded 

Christopher Fry, that superb dialogtician not in 
dictionary • held no terror for North Texas State College 
Players Thursday night. 

Eloquent with personification and metaphor, the crisp 
and lengthy F'ry free verse was expertly hondled by the 

1Dimock, Review of The Lady's Hot for Burning by 
Christopher Fry. Class Work-;-:fournalis~J~ 
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thespians, who presented the first performance of .I!!! 
Lady's Not .f.2.!: Burning, their annual Spring production, 
in the NT SC main auditorium. 

Other showing are scheduled for tonight at 8: 15 and 
Saturday at 2 p.m. The latter will be a special perform
ance for high school students in the Denton area. Tickets 
are 50 cents for those other than students, who will use 
their activity cards as adm1ss:ton. 

!.!!! Lady I a ~ for Burning, a o ome9-;r :i.n three acts 
takes place in Medieval England around 1400, as Fry says: 
"Either more or less or exactly." It concerns a caustic 
young soldier, ill-disposed toward the world, who wants 
only to be hanged. He even allows others to talk them
selves into t hi nking he is the Devil if it will bring 
him death that much quicker. Love thwarts his moody 
plans, however, in the form of a young lady charged with 
practicing witchcrai't. The villagers want to burn her, 
but she doesn't want a "stake" in tha t kind of future. 

Superb portrayals of the characters are turned in 
by Jerry Blackwell, Uno. Glazener, Jack Dunlop, Harian 
Laminack, Mike Henderson, Buddy Williams, Patti Bunch, 
Jini Swain, Ed Pilley, Ray 0 1 Neal and Joe Edwards. 

Worman Ramsey and Joe David Ruffin designed and 
executed the set. Walter Wolfren1 was in charge of light
ing. Ruffin also acted as stage manager. The stage 
crew was composed or c. A. Waldekin, Paul Pettigrew, 
Minor Huffman, Edwards, Marian McNabb and Doris Smith. 

Sound effects were handled by Jack Jones. Properties 
by Marguerite Higgins. Huffman acted as prompter, in 
addition to hi~ other duties. Dorothy Barbour was cos
tume mistress.l 

It can be seen from the above i l lustrations that 

little value to .dramatics or journalism is present in such 

stories. Therefore, the reporter who constantly asks him

self questions about the p lay, its production, and its 

results will brine out the answers in his reviews. They 

will not be obv:f.ous as such, but they wi l l tell reader and 

1952. 
lailbert Gorman, Denton Record-Chronicle, April 18, 
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acting group what was accomplished and hCM well. 

Por illustrations of conscious or unconscious use of 

such questions as those included in the critical guide in 

Chapter II, we may examine a .few sample reviews from news

papers and student publications. The article :ln complete 

form is included in the Appendix. We have s elected quota

tions which illustrate our points. 

First; let us consider what might be said about the 

play itseli', its selection, type, theme, and funct i on of its 

dialogue. Hr. Eob Brock of the Dallas Times Herald. in his 

review of e Dallas Little Theatre p roduction Portrait JB 

Black, said, 

The drama is strictly an off-beat one, a brittle, 
sitting-room-type thing the Britieh love ~o well. 
Violence and action is held to a minimum, the plot being 
allowed to run its course on the oft f 1mes 'takly' 
dialog ue of Hessrs. Goff and Roberts. 

In writine a review of School £2£ Scandal g iven by 

University Theatre of Louisiana State Unive1,sity, Corinne 

:McC lave let the type of play and its p l ace in literature 

dominate her st.cry. In her article from the Dailz Reveille 

she has featured these p ertinent facts. 

1l1he play, writ.ten i n 1777, :-,as one of four plays by 
Sheridan in protest to the "we€.pi ng comedies" oi' the 
18th century drama. It is a witty satire, ridiculing 
certain groups of upper class society in England at the 
time. 

School for Scandal remains o_ne -:>f the favorite 
Eng lish comedies. Sheridan 1 s the last of the wits, and 

1
Bob Brock, Dallas Times Herald, September JO, 1952. 
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with him the comedy if manners disappeared u.ntil the end 
of the 19th century. 

Informati on such as this 1s welcome background material; but 

in this instance, as is so often the case, it takes the 

place of crit1.cal comment. The questions "What was done 

with the material and how well?" are still unanswered. 

· A review with well-chosen words in its opening para

graphs is the one by Lillian Massey of ~ Merry Wives .2f. 

Windsor for the Northwest Arkansas Times. 

"The Merry Wives of Wi ndsor," whlch opened Tuesday 
night at the Arts Center Theater under the direction of 
Frank MoHullan, visiting professor from Yale, is one or 
the funniest farces in English and has held the boards, 
not only in the English-speaking but in all countries 
w1 th a tenacity which witnesses its universal appeal. 
As a single example may be mentioned a successful run 
at the Polski Theater in Warsaw, from October, 1948, to 
March, 1949. 

Both main and sub-plot are sure fire. There surely 
brea.tbes no theater-goers with soul either so simple or 
so sophisticated that he .finds no pleasure in the spec
tacle of t he punishment g iven the fat knight by the two 
middle-class women· whom he hoped to victimize. And, 
although a 20th century American audience does not share 
the Elizabethian sympathy with the reformed ·wastrel who 
recoups his fortune by marrying a rich girl, any audien~e 
is sure to prefer young Fenton t o either of his rivals. 

In the , above q aotation the !'eade1.. 1s introduced to 

the type of play, its significance in history and drama, and 

what oan be expected of it in modern performance. Within 

the remaining paragr aphs the reviewer aims at showing how 

the acting group attempted to fulfil l the purpose of the 

1952. 

1corinne HcClave, Daily Reveille, October 24, 19.52. 

2Lillian Massey, Northwest Arkansas Times, April 24, 
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play. The writer in t h is particular c ase is not a regular 

member of the staff of the Times, but an ~utsider who con

tributes critica l reviews for a certain fee per story. 

Marilyn Meyer begins a review for mr college paper, 

The Illini of the Univers ity of I llinois by s tating the 

theme of the p lay as follows: 

"A lit tle learning i s a dangerous thing" was effectively 
proved by Illini Theatre Guild Workshop when 1 t presented 
Moliere I s comidy ~ Learned Lad ies in 112 Greg ory Hall 
Frida y night. 

The remaining parac;r aph s only contain sane one- adjective 

comments of' the writer on th9 character portrayals. 

In typ i cal college l ingo Merrill Clute of the Daily 

Oklahoman amusements staff de s cribes h is i dea of a play and 

its merits as an acting vehicle: 

A sassy, screwball c ome dy was r anked across t he boards 
Thursday night at Holmberg ball as the drama. s chool 
presented its first major product :i.on of the season-
again sav i n g the day wi th some g ood acting . 

Pl aywrite S an1 Specwack ' s Two Blind Hice is a we ak ploted 
veh icle which lacks the v-i!t- he and ~wife riddled 
Kiss Me Kate with. The actors s train to make the most 
of t hefre.g1nent s of clever dialogue occas i onally fur
nished. ~ Bl ind Hice 1s the s ort of burlesque mate~ial 
one would expect to see a t the Gaiety between strips.~ 

The quotation above wo.s a co.nmentary _on a pl ay by a 

professional pl aywrie;ht from an anateur reporter who saw it 

performed by amateurs . 1,Ji th the same fearlessnes s , Dave 

Martin of the Daily I llini critic i ses a student- written, 

l t,farilyn Meyer, ~ I llini , . October 18 , 1 952. 

2Merrill Cl ute, ·Daily Okl ahoman, October 10 , 1952. 
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night a "dress rehearsal," he says: 
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The authors of The Lad:y; Has!! Right have attempted 
to create a professional-type musical :Jn which a plot 
thread holds the show together and sustains audience 
interest and attention until the final climactic scene. 

It wEis a memorable endeavor, but the mow just did 
not come across. For the nx>st part the 1cript was un
distinguished; there was no punch in it. 

Rual Askew, a. professional critic, is quoted here to 

show two contrasting comments of hls on the worthiness of 

new scripts used by amateurs. He concluded his review of 

Nontserrat presented by the S . H . u. Arden Club with this 

paragraph. 

More important than any p roductlon details, however, 
was the fact that so valuable a play was brou,sht to the 
attention of local audiences. 11}iat it found so forceful 
an out'.let through Dr. Renshaw and her players is tribute 
enough. 2 · 

In like manner this critic concluded a review of a Civic 

Playhouse production, ~ Wives ~ Father with these words: 

1l1he challenge to bring new scripts to light wi 11 
always lure, but it should only be accepted as long as 
these ev·idence ligitimo.te merit. Marty, like Five Wives 
appear to have been written for the trunk.3 

Most of the examples just quoted show how the 

reporter did or did not have an awareness of the fundamental 

idea of a play, the worth or a. ecript, the futility of acting 

without dialogue which pez•forms its "three functions." 

1Dave Martin, Daily Illini, Hay 3, 1952. 
2

Rual Asket~, Dallas Morning ~, March 27, 1952. 

3rbid., June 25, 1952. 
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When we consider again the questlons used in the 

second sectlon, Production, we find they are ones which 

emphasize the respons i bility of the director and conceptions 

of acting. 1'he introductory questions in this section tend 

to bring to mind the true function of the setting and cos

tume s . Previous quotations have already pointed out the 

effect a set might have on the rep orter. Too often the 

reviewer feels it his duty to mention sets, costumes, and 

tneir creators. 'l'oo often the duty shines through, a s it 

would appear 1n the· quotations below; 

Preston Magruder's ch.arming set shows the exteriors 
of a row of Tudor houses; the action alternates between 
the street scene and inner stage so ·~hat the latter can 
be reset without any break in the actio.n. The two inter
missions are concessions to the comfort of the audience. 

'rhe costumes are colorful--some of tram, notably 
that o:f the gentleman-with-dog , startling. A p rogram 
note g ives the information that the designs for them are 
bnsed on the works of Pieter Bruegel tbe elder, a F lemish. 
painter of the 16th oentury.1 

Norman Hamsey and Joe David Ruffin designed and 
executed the set. Walter Wolf ram was in charge of light
ing. Ruffin also acted as atnge monager. The atae e 
crew was composed of c. A. Waldekin, Paul Pettigrew, ~ 
Hinor Huffman, Edwards, Marian Mc Nabb and Doris Smith.t.: 

Contrast these with such apt phrases as those used 

by Bob Brock and Rual Askew: 

John C. Heckler and his staff is to be complimented 
for the magic it wrought in turning the snall Highland 
Park Town Hall stage into a 1TDdern and chip living room, 

1952 . 
1t1111an Massie, Northwest Arkansas Times, April 24, 

1952. 
2Gilbart Gorman, Denton Record-Chronicle , April 18 , 
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with a ship's motif. Showcasing the production was the 
always professional lighting of DLT old faithful, Robert 
Miller. · 

Sets and costumes ·were convincingly drab to suit 
the atmosphere, and lighting lent an 1.mportan~ emphasis 
to the oppressiveness of the basic situation. 

However, as has been mentioned be.fore, the elements 

of production are welded by the director. Lillian Massie 

recognizes this in her headline for a review of !h2 Mern 

Wives 2£ Windsor: " Skillful Director• and Cast Again Prove 

'Merry l'Jives' .Among the Funniest Farces in History of English 

Thaatre. 113 

A tribute to coordination of directing and acting 

talent is evident in th is quot at ion; 

Director John Eanby has met and conquered, . for the 
most part, a serious problem faced by most Little Theatre 
groups--young actors who play middle-aged or character 
plots. In Portrait in Black all but three of the char
acters are over thirty-five. Possibly two of the five 
over thirty-.five were anywhei•e near their stage age, but 
again, youth served well and with conv1ction.l+ 

Another example is found in Merrill Clute 1 s review of -~ 

Blind !1!£.!• h'hen writing of Miss Carole Linn's portrayal 

of Crystal Hower, he says : " She possesses , thanks to direc

tor Rupe l Jones' experienced handling, a wonderful sense of 

timing. 115 

1Brock, .2.E• ill• 
2Askew, .2J2• cit. 

3r-tassie, .Ql?.• ill• 

4Brock, .Q.E.• ill• 

5c1ute, .2E• ill• 
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One reviewer even goes so far as to place all blame for 

characterization upon the director who allowed it to develop. 

He says: "For Del Orlowski' s whiny Southern masquerade, we 

blame the direction, which apparently felt suoh caricatures 

are still humorous."l 

For emphasis upon the director's "ma.king" of a play 

once he has selected it, we call attention to two reviews 

written by Mr. Askew for the Dallas ~• The first 1s a 

quotation fran the review of !2_ Dustz Death, an original 

script by Di". Harold Weiss, chairman of the S. N. u. Speech 

Department. The Arden Club of that department presented it. 

These a.re examples of references to the type play and },...ow it 

was handled by director and au tror~ 

11ianks to both Dr. l;!eiss and Barney McGrath, who 
directed, the production was folksy as all get out. 

For his part, Director McGrath bas taken the mixture 
of this well•tested theatrical receipe pretty much as it 
is, spread it over all the direotori.al burners and l&t 
nature take its course. Once more, oil and water don't 
proi:erly m1.1;, . though the heat of delusion does g1ve off 
some steam,2 

The other quotatlons are from the same reporter• s account of 

a Civic 'l'heatre production. 

Not too much has been done through direction to 
give the jape a semblance of honest-to-goodness animation. 
The curmudgeon hurls invective, the belles group them
selves as best they can on a cluttered stage and try to 
make their lines sound like left.overs from The Women. 
In spite of several likeable performances notE.Ing really 
happens to move the observers' interest one way or the 

lnual Askew, Dallas Morning~, Juno 25, 1952. 

2rb1d., "iJiay 1, 1952. 
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In passing we might point out the fact that unity 

and tempo, the two most important :ingredients for a smooth 

perfonnance are rarely mentioned by reviewers. There is no 

special recognition me.de of their relative importance to a 

play• s polish or professional o.ir in these reviews. We feel 

most directors and actors would not resent being reminded of 

their responsibility and that every critic should train him

self to sense these elements, even though they need not be 

n8ltled in a write-up. 

Acting is the most connnonly used weapon for both 

pria se m.d ridicule in writ:mg a.bout anatem- p lays. Consist

ency in characterization, consciously used devices , and la.ck 

of cooperat i on are things upon which young a ctors need con

structive criticism. 'ro say as Dob Brock, 11:iCosko 1 s perform

ance was sketchy, but under mon1ents of great stress , adequate"2 

. or "Young Ch appell is a promising lad, al tho\lf.:h his move

ments are slightly mechan1cai"3 is to g ive the young actors 

somethtng to work for in the future . 

I t is my belief that the college actors criticized 

by their .fellow student, nr . Clute, 1n his review would not 

be offended but rather would make use of the suggestions in 

future work. His praises have reasons to back them up. 

l Askew, .2£• ill• 
2Brook, .2E• Cit • ---
3 r b1d. 
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Ronald Pitts, as '.i:1ommy Thurston the "newspaper man," 
runs away with himself' at times. He :has excellent 
deliverance but unfortunately doesn't get the lines he's 
capable of. 

At times his arms resembled airplane prope llers 
warming up for flight. But that was easily overlooked, 
for his machine gun delivery of' some of' the play' s better 
lines were very good. Mr. Pitts couldn't have been much 
better, but Mr. Thurston could. 

Art Johnson was rooked when handed the role of the 
stupid, love sick doctor. He's much m01"'e capable, as he 
showed Thursday night, than im.at the playwright provided 
him with. On stage Johnson created a solid character 
out of the weak character which had been put on paper. 

Maggie Kezar as Doto is good, very good. It was a 
pleasure to watch her shape and mold Doto. Her comedy 
was never vulgar as she could have m.ade it; she held it 
on a h15h level. She underplayed her drunk scenes as 
Chaplin might have if his Little 'Tramp could but speak.l 

In reading the entire review 1t will be noticed that criti

cism of act mg dominates Clute' s story as much as play type 

does in Hc Clave I s School f:_2£ Scandal review and as does audi

ence reaction in Halliburton 1 s Gramercy Ghost article. 

For another example pf backing up hish praise f'or 

acting ability with substantial evidence, we quote from the 

review of a college production of Montserrat. 

Of the players, two powerful portra1 ts were drawn 
by David Healy and Will Acker. Healy' a Izquierdo was a 
mature creation of considerable consequence and skillful 
delineation that filled every necessary area of character
ization. It impressed by the intensity of its illusion. 
Equally remarkable for its effect was tr:e posturing lam
poon of early 19th century acting by Will Acker. His 
Juan Salcedo Alvarez was an expert amalg am of projection, 
movement and development. 

Robert Maloney was physically right as the ideal
istic "dreamer" put to tl::e toughest of tests. Ee spoke 
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his lines with enough youthful sincerity aid illustrated 
them with suf.f1c1ent movement to convince. 

Again we refer to Lillian Massie's review for the same kind 

of illustration; 

William D. Holt's interpretation of the role ha.s 
that quality of amoro.l innocence without which Falstaff 
woul{i be offensive. Bolt's Palstaff is a child grown 
old an~ fat and knowing without having ceased to be a 
child. 

We can g limpse in the foregoing quotations the re

porte1•' s keen interest in interpretation of a role. ':Phere 

mey- be found examples of both methods of interpi"etation which 

we1"e discussed in Chapter II. One conclusion would be that 

these reviews offer more proof for the popular belief that 

rno st reporters and writers cor,11nent a. t length on acting in 

writing about plays which they have seen on a stage . 

For cor11parative purposes we might examine the reviews 

of Gramerc:z Ghost :l.ncluded in the A!)pendix.3 One, written 

by Gynter c . q_uill for a city newspaper 1s of a college pro-

. duction. 'l'he other-, wr itten by Ha.ur:Ine Halliburton, 1-!omen' s 

Editor of' the ~~ World, is of a recent Little Theatre 

production 1n her city. In her story Miss Halliburton guages 

the success of the production almost entirely on audience 

approval, mentioning a "packed hou.se"4 which greeted the 

:!:Askew, .2.E• ill• 
2Massie, .2E• ill• 
3Append1x, PP• 99-103. 

l+Maurine Halliburton, 'I'ulsa Wo1"ld, October 12, 1952. 
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play wtth "laughter and applause11 l and :prompted "many curtain 
') 

calls.'.''- Mr. Quill, a professional reviewe1~, relies upon his 

own judgment of the p lay' s success and cites rr jitters and 

forgotten llnes,"3 and "kinks :t.n actual performance to be 

ironed outr,I~- to balance h is "at times highly po11shed11 5 and 

"always deliciously entertaining.n6 He is able to point out 

a "weak moment 11 'l in the !J l a.ywi•lght I s construot1.on and recog

nize "palnstaking direct :i.on11D · and classify the p lay as 11 comedy-
o 

fantasy.'' ~ Both reviewers were a.ware of the function of the 

set, Quill calling Mr, Beavers "adequate, 1110 which signifies 

little to the reader, and Hiss Halliburton terming the Little 

Theatre set 11 a room to live in1111 1-mich indicates more than 

just adequacy. 

I n the section of the Criteria devoted to ques tlons 

which the cr:f.tic might ask hlmself t h e suggestion of pre

performance write-ups i s intimated. · For an exa..rr~ple of the 

3Gynter c. Quill, Haoo ~ Tribune, July 18 , 19.52. 

Il•Ibid. 

5Ib1d. 

6rbid. 

7rbid. 

8r bid. 

9Ibid. 

lOibid. 

llHalliburton, op. ill• 
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coverage of an amateur performance .fran announcement to 

critical review, let us look at that used by the~ Angeles 

Collegian, student publication of Los Angeles City College. 

1r he p lay was Tennessee Williams I You Touched _lli? g iven by the 

college drama department . 

A week before the opening ther•e appea1"ed a story 

with a headline across the seven-column page i n the Radio

.Drama Sect.ion. 1'he headline in bold print read: "1'1ill1ams ' 

' You Touched Me' St arts Thursday," and the subhead was " n i gh

lie;hts New Effect ." A three-column p icture of a. rehearsal 

scene was i n the center of the page. A reading of the clever 

write-up included in the Appendbc1 will reveal the writer 

making more t han a report of a ooming event. IJ.1he opening 

pare.graphs paint a p icture f or the reader, then as the writer 

says , " Amidst all the uproar, a play is emerg ing. u2 I n acld1-

t1on to this article, there is a two-column story about the 

male lead , every line of whic h will a dd to the enjoyment of 

his work in the play by those who attend as well as present

ing the reader with interesting facts. Throughout the week 

spot announcements and stories giving time , p l ace , cast , etc., 

appeo.red on this page . The critical review was written 

following opening night performance. In many ways it falls 

short of o limaxl n g the build-up material. J ackie 1;!acy' s 

1Append1x, PP• 116-120. 

2Jackie Macy,~ Angeles Collegian (L. A.~ . c . ) , 
· October 17. 1952 . 
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comments are chiefly about t he noting, but oot worded in euoh 

a way as to g ivo t ho 1'ead0r a t"eeli.ng of how well they sorvod 

the purpose of the author or the thmno of t he pl~. The co&

olusion one drnws f rom th1o record of ind1v1dun1 perfoI'llUUloos 

is that 0 teamwork'' was l uck ing . ~110 de ::icription o~ ! h: .. . '.cJ e k • 

sle1•• s portrayal or Cnptoin nookeley was necosE.Hll'Y ao a 
' 

follow-up to the apoc1al a.rt 1cle about h i s o.b1l 1ty. hudionce 

ood reader would G:tpeot :1.t in t be l'OV1ew. . On the othe.r hand 

!.an·s I-lacy• s s tory is well orcon.ized and her yhra.seolocy apt 

without be ins "al W"l&:l' as ie nr. Clute• a . It ohowa thtit ahe 

is f smiliar with such il' i:->ortant t hlnca in producti on as 

t i ming., oons1ate:no,- of chw."'a.oter1i,ation , and theme . ! ie oan 

answor tho que ations " l l1at waa done, and how wel1?" f'ro111 

t his sEu•ios or a toi•ies thus : 'l'h1s p l93' wus a fast comedy 

with an unusual t home. It ovklently waa g iven o. better t han 

avorage performanoe by amateuz~s p resenting a sophisticated 

play. The g:rQ.lp ful!'illecl 1 t D purpose by f urn1sh1fli: the 

audionco with tho me1"'riment 1 t had 'boen prepared to e1cp-ect. 

· The value of hav inc a cr1tioo.l l"OView i'ollow build- up 

material Il1lcy° bo aeen 1n the e,rttr:1plea r:rom Ihe Dai~ Lo.ss ... o, 
etudont paper of the Te.m:w St a to Colloe o :for 't•:omen , f o:r the 

College 'lbe a tre play, ':i'rees :'J19 ;:'. tm.1d5.ncp. liell- ur :ttten 

oto1'ies and several pictures a ;.:rpeared i n t 'be po.per juot 

be.f'ore oponin.s n i ght. f',y examining t he se ator1es t he reo.dor 

1~ppendix, pp.110-112 . 
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will find that such significant facts were brought to the 

prospective audience as the play' s unique place as a first 

English translation, an unusual title which illustrates the 

theme, typical methods used by Spanish playwrights, the 

emotional undercurrent in the dialogue, the enjoyment the 

girls were receiving from their roles. One mistake, perhaps, 

was in the use of the misleading term II Spanish Play" in the 

headlines. Unfortunately, no critical r eview followed to 

inform reader, audience, or acting group the answers to the 

three vital questions: hlhat was d cne? How well was it done? 

Was it worth doing? The director, Mr. Josh Roach, lamented, 

"I have only audience response to go on 111 This rendnds us 

of the statement made by Hermon Ould. irnen audiences indi

cated success; he would say: "An audience is not interested 

in int.entions : i t judges by results and ought not to be 

asked to make allowanoes. 11 1 

In our reading and study of particular situations 

we have frund further proo.f f'or our contention that destruc

tive cr1tio1sm, or that given without substantial background 

can destroy amateur enthusiasm. Whereas reporters trained 

in dramatics, through reading , attending plays and rehearsals, 

and by the use of a critical. guide might be more useful in 

encouraging amateurs to accept and use criticism. 

· 1'l'heatre ,!!!! Stag~, 0 Aspects of Dramatic Technique, 11 

Herman Ould (London: Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 193!1.), 
p. 9260 



To point out the difficulties many reporters face, 

and in many instances are subdued by, we quote from 'l'raoy 

Tothill or the Abilene Reporter-Hews. Abilem, a city ot 

55,000, has two colleges and one university besides its 

public schools, all with active drama.tic organizat :i.ons. r,1rs. 

'.I'othill wrote of her situation. 

As you are aware Abilene is the locat ion o:f two 
colleges and one university: McMurry College, Abilene 
Christian College and Hardi.n-Si:mmons University. 

We have no community theatre as suoh. However, we 
do have a series of plays presented each yeEU' by travel
ing or road show companies which are sponsored on a 
local basis. If time tnd the condition of the stai'f' 
permits, we do review these p l9¥ s. 

However, it has not been our practice to "review" 
the presentations of the college dramatic departments in 
the strictest sense of the word. 

My ordinary approach is to write a column prefer~ 
ably bef9re the performance g iving a sketch of how re
hearsals a.re g oing and what it is all about. Ordinarily, 
I sele~t the la.at dress rehearsal for this material. If 
something interferes and I cannot attend the dress re
hearsal, I attempt to write a column on the basi.s of the 
performance but restrict the material to "backstage" 
happenings and audience reaction. 

I have found and think 1 twas true long be:fore I 
crune and will be true for years to come that there is 
intense rivalry between the three schools here about how 
much and what 1s said ab:>ut the colleges 1n the paper. 

You can readily see without my- go ing into detail 
what sort of a situation could be created if Theatre 
offerings were reviewed by a very strict critic. 

It is my belief on the basis of my conversaticns 
with various officials in charg e of theatre at the 
colleges that they prefer that the major productions be 
given attention before the performanoe--again for obvious 
reasons. So in that respect the paper does g ive them 
its support. 
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Abilene sounds like a large tCMn•-maybe even a city 

--but my ears are still ringing from the time I dared 
slip into a · column the id!a that the looal art museum 
could do a little better... . 

Mr. Gynter c. Quill of' the Waoo-1':ribtme-'l'imes Herald 

says that he encounters no suoh rivalry in his attempts to 

criticize both Waco Civic Theatre p leys and those of Baylor 

University. The Ba;y:lor Lariat also carries write-ups and 

reviews of the Civic 1.rhes.tre productlons of Waco. 

Amusements Editor, Hr. John Bustin, of the Austin 

Aniarican is another columnist who works closely with the 

Dail;[ ~l:exan staff of the Univer.sity of Texas. We use as a 

typical instance hl.s caption for o. picture of a scene from 

112! Devil's Disciple; presented by the University's drama 

department, October 22, 1952. 

A study i_n contra.st is revealed .1.n 11he Devil's 
Disciple as Robert Cass, 1., playing Christy Dudgeon, 
lears at Claude Latson, . portraying his brother, Dick, as 
he stands trial during play 1 s .famed courtroom scene. 
The famed George B. Shaw comic melodrama; a Shavian 
protest against Puritanism, opens a. four-night run Wed
nesdey at Hogg Auditorium as the first production of 
University of Texas drama season.2 

lfhe above quotation is used to point out its excellent 

-wording far pi'blioity pictures. It reveals the type play; 

leading characters, playt"1right ts purpose, and a bit of sus

pense to whet the imagination. This method is far better 

than an advertisement, or even a two-colunm article of 

"canned information" about the play. A background lmowledge 

of dramatics, in addition to journalistic skill, makes it 

1Traoy Tothill, Personal letter. 

2John Bustin, Austin American, October 22, 1952. 
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possible for rer,orters to write in this fashion. 

In presenting this brief analysis of the .sample 

reviews with reference to the questions which make up the 

criteria we hope to have brought out some ways in which the 

guide might be used. 

We concede that to make any contention as to the 

widespread results of 1 ts use would be material :f o!• another 

thesis. It wruld entail a sustained period of application 

by inexperienced reporters and tm collection of their 

articles written with it as a guide. In this study it has 

been our purpose to point out a need fol" such a critical 

01:>iteria, to pI'oduce one which might prove useful, and to 

sbow how its use might stimulate o.cting group, reporter, and 

reader. 

The short survey conduoted i n connection with this 

study shows a cross section of newspapers' opinions about 

reviews and publicity given to. amateur droma.tios. The prin

cipal conclusion drawn is t hat the majority of reviewers do 

not have the proper background for reviewing anateur plays. 

Therefore, we would agree with Burton who says: 

In the n:odern educational scheme, then, room should 
be made for some training in intelligent play going. so, 
far from there being anything quixotic in the notion, 
all the s igna are in its ravor. The feeling is spreading 
fast that schools and colleges must include theatre cul• 
ture in the curriculum and people at larg e a.re seeking 
to know something of the s ignit1cance of the theat1"e in 
its long evolution from birth to present, the history of 
the dra..,a itself, of the nature of a play regarded as a 
work of art: of the specific values, too, of the related 
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art of the actor who alone makes the drama vital; and of 
the relative excellencies in the actual playhouse of our 
time, of p lay, players and playwriting; together 1-Tith 
some idea of the rapidly changing present"day conditions.l 

It is our feeling that young reporters of the future will 

have much to do with developing the trend indicated in the 

above opinion. 

In conclusion, we aga.m ernpha.size the p lace of cri ti

c ism in the amateur field. Because of our belief' that it 

has not always furnished helpful material or g iven an adequate 

consideration to mat might be expected we have written this 

di scussion. We feel, as I vor Brown does, thA.t there is a 

real feeling for drama in its totality in the amateur theatre. 

Moreover, we agree with him that the best kind 0£ amateur 

puts up with a reasonable ce .. 1su1--e far better than the profes

sional, who reads criticism with a hungry eye for epithets. 

Hence the amateur has more chance for growth and the field 

itself opportunity for raising of s tandards . To substantiate 

our contentions we quote other observations and sugge s tions 

fran Mr . Ivor Brown. 

Amateur aotors get little newspaper criticism of 
value. Amateurs in S11all towns that have an ave1"age 
press at work receive the usually flattering attentions 
of a reporter who cannot be expected to have special 
knowledge or strict standards of assessment. It is much 
better fun fol" him to go to a pl[V than to attend a 
public meeting and record its round of speeches and so 
everything i n the dramatic garden is apt to be lovely 
in his eyes. ibis kind of journalistic attention is 
doubtless pleasant to the ama~aur exhibitionists; it 
assists publicity and may help the box office at the 
next performan.ceJ but it is of no use to the amateur as 
theatrical worker. 
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IJ'he expendi tu1"e on o ritic:lsm should not be regarded 
as a luxurious extra; it should be regarded as es:sential 
to the health of the society. I suggest that, where the 
local newspaper criticism is no Ill)re than a form of 
amiable reporting, the amateur group should ask the 
editors to print instead the opinions expressed by the 
qualified visiting cri t1o • 'The editor might even be 
coaxed into payi.J.1.g for this copy, as he would have to 
pay his own reporter. The visiting critic presumably 
has a "name" in his own line of business and speaks with 
authority; hence his copy would be better for the local 
paper than an unsigned description by a reporter who may 
be an excellent all-round journalist but cannot be blamed 
for a certain innocence about the theatre.l 

'.!'he introduction to thl. s paper was concerned with 

clarifying the ter.ms with which we would worlt. .After point

ing out that the critic of amateur plays might be a profes

sional who considers it pa.rt of his job or a young reporter 

who has the task thrust upon him, we advocated as the best 

method for both the question and answer. Both experienced 

and inexperienced would begin by asking what criticism is 

and what its functions are in amateur dramatics. That criti

cism involves more than fault-f:inding, tho.t criticism 1s 

more tho.n mere reporting, 8.J.'ld that criticism springs from 

appreciation of what goes into a total work were offered as 

preparatory material, 'Ihe ori tic himself• thenf must have 

· the necessary oommand of his craft as a journalistic writer 

plus background lmowledge of the field•-in. this case--amateur 

play production.. His duties are to learn and to inform. To 

present material that is interesting to readers, to provoke 

thought as well as appreo1at1on, to encourage groups he serves 

lTheatre .!!E Stage, Ivor Brown, "The Critic al 
Faculty, " p • 5. 
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are his ultimate aims. Beoause we feel that these particular 

aims have not been developed in critical writing for amateurs, 

we pointed out the need for a simple, applicable criteria 

which might be used to assist reporters in two ways: as a 

guide to backeround knowledge of' dramatics, and a.s a guide 

to what is expected of the an.ateur. 

1'heref'ore the second chapter is devoted to the presen

tation of the suggested question end answer summary for help

ing the reportei~ in the two ways mentioned above. Part I is 

ma.de up of information which the critic who desired to ful

fill his true function as a reviewer of amateur plays might 

find essential. '111e actual question--form criteria for · judg

ing amateur p lays, arranged in terms of the play j_·(jsel:r; the 

production, which includes directing and acting; audience 

response; and the critic constitute Part II. 1'he questions 

are results of the study of similar ones from several books 

on dramatics and oanpiled with the idea in mind of use by a 

busy reporter. Quotations fran authorities are cited after 

eaoh section of questions to assist the reporter in finding 

the answers. It is our belief that the use of sucb a method 

over a per-iod o:f time will help the critic to better serve 

public and theatre. For as he learns he will convey ideas, 

enthusiasm and appreciation to his readers. At the same 

time, he will give encouragement to players, directors, and 

to all workers in the theatre. 
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The final chapter is m1de up of a few examples both 

of well-written and valueless reviews of ana.teur plays with 

explanations of their contribution to reading public and 

acting group. '].'he quotations used for iilustration are 

based on the questionnaire in Chapter II to _strengthen our 

contention for the need a m potential use of the criteria. 

h'1th the requests for the clipp ings, a card was sent to be 

checked by the reporter who was responsible for covering the 

amateur plays. For additional consideration on the need and 

proposed use of such a guide .for play reviewing, we present 

this brief SUDlluary of our survey. 

Thirty newspapers were contacted about information 

or to secure co pies of reviews.. There were seventeen responses 

wbich gave enough information to be helpful. The others 

either failed to return c ards or indicated no interest in 

play reviews. Answers were received from city and town news

papers and C8l11pus newspapers . These represented localities 

where the plays were g iven in at least two of the amateur 

levels and seven different states. The questionnaire was in 

the following form: 

NAMJ.:i: OF PAPER : 
LOCATION: 

Please check one or more 

Much Little space is devoted to: 
Critical reviews_Publlcity_of a;nateur plays• 

Th~ reporter who covers the above is: 
a regular member of paper staff . 
an outsider who contributes a rticles 
one who has had 11 ttle or no theatre-

experience_ 
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one who has had professional experience 
one who has a "read1~ lmowledge" of -

dramatics_ 

This paper's interest in amateur plays is: 
to report them merely as news events_ 
to report them in a way that will 

foster improvement in acting g:ro ups 
roster appreciation in readers_ -

SIGNATu~E. _________________ _ 

From answers to tho above questions, from a dditional comments 

submitted by editors and reporters., and from consistent read

ing of student publications and daily newspapers we can make 

the following observations, 

All but two of t he papers responding devoted much 

space to both publicity and critical reviews of amateur plays, 

and indicated the pm"poses werEi to encourage the acting group 

as well as foster appreciation in readers. Only one paper 

admitted that its chief inte1"est in reporting play perform

ances was only as a news event. Twelve of the seventeen 

papers have a regular staff xmmber who writes reviews of 

amateur plays, but only tl1ree of the total number had had 

experience in emateur dramatics. Moat of the reporters 

acknowledged a reading knowledg e of the field. This might 

indicate that, in many instance&, the need for helpful in

formation was present. Indications are that the desire to 

review amateur plays is widespread.,· but awareness of the 

11 ttle differences to be considered in such criticism 1s not 

developed. As we stated in the beginning of this thesis, 
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the critic can apply the epitome of standards to the profes

sional, but the range and poss ibilities• the purposes and 

aims of amateurs should be considered more carefully. Even 

these rrB.y be different in the school theatre arrl community 

dramatics, as we have pointed out. 

In the beginning we advanced the theory that critical 

reviews of' amateur plays iu•e so often inadequate since they 

o.re written in the style of a news event. It is our belief' 

that this is largely due to two reasons; namely, inexperienced 

reporters with many, varied events to cover, or experienced 

reporters who tend to apply the same standards used in judg

ing professional g roups. 1.'herefore, we have attempted in 

this study to .f'incl. a criteria for judgmg amateU1· pluys 

which might be useful to both typos of repol"ters and which 

might be applied to high school, college, or comrnuni ty ~er

formances • .And by critical reading of many reviews from 

plays on these levels over a period of some twenty months we 

have reaso n to believe that the use of such a. crite:i::•ia would 

be beneficial to theatre and journalism. 

With ou1• advocating the use of more st1.itabJ.e stand• 

ards for the amateur play, we .foel that reporters will be 

adding much to their tvriting which will make it distinctive. 

Therefore, we conclude with this opinion. 

If the steadily growing· and spreading interest in 
the drama both as a fine art, a civic asset, a · source 
of intellectual entertai:nment, and a force in education, 
results in a general raising of ou.r critical standards 
and an intensifying or our ·sympathet1o appreciation, 
what vast good will be accomplished l 
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APPENDI X 

Af' i:='LICA'l1 I DN OF GRI:l.'i::RIA 

Critica l Heviews from~ Dallas Mo rnlr:1S_ ;Jews 

('l'hursday, Har·ch 27, 1952) 

DTAGE REVIEW: 

I MON''I'SB.RRNI' I 
GE/IS srrROKG 
IJITRODUCTIOlf 

By Hual /wkew 
I'<'iontser•rat (Ar den nall, March 25 to 29): Dl"~u-ne. in two acts 

by Lillian Hellman, from a p lay by EJnraanuel Robles. 
Directed by Dr. Edythe Renshaw. Ii-one Sharaff costumes 
from orig ina l New York production. The cast: . 

Zavala. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • Charels Hc iiine 
Antonansa s. • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . c-eorge Bolland 
Soldier • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Horman Bennett 
Montserrat •••••••••••••••••• Robert Haloney 
Morales • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Eugh Lampman 
Izquierdo • • • • • . • • • .. • • • • • • • • • David Healy 
Father Coron11. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Hobert Ru ppert 
Salis Ina • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Joe Kltbanow 
Luhan • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • Pat Tims 
Matilde • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • · • • • • Patx•icia Young 
Juan Salcedo Alvarez. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Will Acker 
Felisa •••••••••••••• • • : •••• Ga11ya Ree ~e 
Rice.rdo • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Randell Aaron 
l-'lonk. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Phil Franldin 
Soldier • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Dan Peterson 

Lillian Hellman I s admirable adaptation of "Montserrat, 11 a 
French play by Emmanuel Robles, was auspiciously introduced 
into Dallas theatri9al parlance Tuesday by SNU' s Arden Club, 
'I'be production, in spite of a. few cast weaknesses and s-pells 
of' indecisive direction; was a stimula.ti~ evening ,of thea,ter 
nonetheless. 

Miss Hellman I s stage e labora.tion of indiv],dual courage 
standing up to oppressive cruelty is a deeply impressive dis
p lay- of craftma.nship that only occa.sionally talks too much. 
Its device whereby innocent victims are murdered because 6ne 

93 
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idealist will not betray his cause is completely e ffective 
even when its mechanics are obvious . Its dramatic s tatement 
is so expertly f a shioned that no onlooker would doubt for a 
minute the righteousness of Simon Bolivar ' s c aus~ i n an ener
vated Venezuela of 1812. 

For the Arden Club p roduct ion, Dr. Edythe Renshaw chose 
one of t he most uniformly capable casts of recent SMi'.i s easons. 
With this as ba llast, the d irection allowed cleaz• sailing, 
once the indecision of the opening scene was passed. 'l'he 
vessel's interior furnishings were among the handsomest and 
aptest yet devised for Arden. 

OF 'l'HE 'PLAY-~s, two powerful portraits were dr awn by David 
Healy and Will Acker. Healy• s Izquierdo was a mature crea
tion of considerable. consequence and skillful delineation 
that filled every necessary are a of characterizat ion. It 
impressed by the intensity of its illusion. Equally remark
able for its effect was the posturmg lampoon of early nine
teenth century acting by Will Acker. His J uan Salcedo Al
varez was an expert amalgam of' p rojection, nove:ment and de
velopment. 

Robert Maloney was physical.ly l"ight as the i de a listic 
"dreamer" put to t he toughest of tests . Ee spoke his lines 
with enough youthful sincerity and 11lust,r ated them i-.rith 
suf ficient movement to convince. There were effective char
acterizations also by Patricia Young as the 'llllcomprehending 
mother whose children will die without her, by Joe Kl1banow 
as the lecherous old merchant and by Randel Aaron as the 
adolescent whose faith in liberty would not be shaken. 

!·lore important than any production details, however, was 
the fact that so v a luable a p lay was· brought to the attention 
of local audiences. Th at is f'ound so forceful an o utlet 
t hrouc-:r Dr. Renshaw end her p leyers i s tribute enough. 

(Thursday, May l, .1952 ) 

1 '110 DUSTY 
DEATH ' ENDS 

ARDEH YEAR 

By Rual Askew 
DustY. Death ( Arden Hall, April 29 to Me.y 3): Orig inal 
:Colli ·play !n three acts by Dr. Harold Weiss. Directed by 
Barney McGrath. Sets by Vern Reynolds. Costumes super
vised by Cleta Watson. The cast: 

Maw •••• 
Paw •••• 

• • 
• • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Mary Ann Bennett 
Charles McCline 
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John. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Hugh Lampman 
Edi th • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • , • • • • • Tad Lee 
Evangeline ••• ,. • • • • • • • ..••••• Marjorie Lucas 
Aitch • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • Norman Bennett 
Henry • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Vern Heynolds 
Will. • • •••••••••••••••••• • • • Pat Tims 
Vechhio • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Bill Dunn 
Conti •••••••••••••••••••••• Bert Barnes 

Arden Club concluded its 19.52 season 'I'uesday evening with 
the opening performance of a new work by Dr. Harold Weiss, 
head of SMU' s speech end theater department. In three short 
acts, the p iece bore the title "'l'o Dusty Death," whose origin 
is the popular quote from Shakespeare's "?•1acbeth." The well
springs for the script's ingredients were almost as readily 
apparent, being compounded almost in equal portions of the 
Kirkland-Caldwell "Tobacco Road," Steinbeck's "The Grapes of 
Wr at h" and Eugene O'Neill's "Beyond the Blue Horizon." As a 
result the over-all mood was simultaneously diffused in the 
directions of melodrama, farce and message. 

Thanks to both Dr. Weiss and Barney McGrath, who directed, 
the production was .folksy as all get out. It introduces the 
washed-out Jackson frunily pres ided over by the fierce-eyed, 
iron-willed Maw and to a lesser degree, Paw, a loutish, 
tobacoo-spitt1ng slob. Their o££spring include Wi11, the 
ne'er-do-well and Maw's favorite; John, the tubercular dreamer 
of a better life; Vangie, wlD hankers to play a· violin; Edith, 
who likes men, and Aitch, a stuttering echo· of Paw. This 
hopeless brood, overwhelmed by its environment, grubs the 
eroding earth of Oklahoma for its existence during the whistl
ing dust storms of the early 19301 s. 

FOR HI S PART, Director McGr ath has taken the mixture of 
this well•tested theatrical recipe pretty much as it is, 
spread it over all of the directorial burners and let nature 
take its course. Once more, oil and water don't properly 
mix! though the heat of delusion does give off some steam. 

oddly enough, the students turn in some of the best acting 
of the season. If• the club awarded Oscars, surely one should 
go to Mary Ann Bennett as the matriarch. Her portrayal was 
steadied by a maturity far beyond her years and unwavering in 
its projection. Charles McLlne took to Paw' a excesses in 
personal ha.bits without flinching and won loud roars from the 
audience for his earthy. realism. Norman Bennett stuttered 
relentlessly and Ma1~jorie Lucas hankered furiously, though 
too faintly at times to be understood. 

Seta and costumes were convincingly drab to suit the at
mosphere, and lighting lent an important emphasis to the op
pressiveness of the basic situation. 



STAGE IN REVIEW 

(Wednesday , June 25, 1952) 

' FIVE WIVES HAD 
F'ATFIER' HARMLESS 

By Rual. Askew 

Civic Plfhouse (June 23 to 28): New cora.edy i n three acts 
. by Te Wynn am Jack Reed. Directed by J ack Reed. Set 

designed and executed by J ack Reed. The cast : 

Jonathan v. Appl eby •••••••••••••• Jim Shelbourne 
Martha • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • Ann Lettieri 
Jeffry • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . Ch a rlie ,~est 
Eva. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Anne Reed 
Hortense • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .Georg i enne Schneider 
Lila Mae • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Del Orlowski 
Pat . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Peggy Brown 
Barbara. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Genevieve Boles 
Jonathan v. Appl eby Jr ••••••••••• George Profitt 
1\e;atha Her schel. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . Sadie French 
Reporter • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Mart i n Gu denl:iErg 
Photographers. • • • • • • • • . Carleton Wilson, J ack Burney 
Adam Appleby • • • . . . • • • · . . • • • • • . Bi ll tfi llirunson 
Justice Spahn. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .Gilbert Milton 

If you seek a weightless trifle to while away a hot 
sunnner•s evening, then mos t as suredly the a ir-conditioned 
Civic Playhouse has just the knick-knack you 1ve been looking 
for. By name, "F~ve Wives Had Father," the new script was. 
gtven the rirst of a week' s performances anywhere Monday 
evening at the Oak Lawn theater. It was originally carpen
tered by Ted Wynn, a IIollY"JOod studio writer and subsequently 
reworked by the Playhouse' s J ack Reed, who also directed, 
designed and put together its stage set. 

We couldn't be too sure just when Wynn's scrip t first left 
the typewriter, though it was at least duraing that period 
when references to Popeye and spinach were t he rage. There 
have been numerous self- expos ing ef'f'oI"ts to freshen time 
references throughout, t hough they h ave no real e ffect on 
already dated procedures. And dialogue about housing short
ages is nowhere near as pertinent as it was eight years aeo, 

THERE ' S NO argument to the contrary t hat "F ive W1ves11 is 
harmless and clums ily diverting a t times. But its humors 
are· obvious and its aim pointless. What trace of plot there 
is hangs about the growling curmudgeon whom everybody knows 
really has a he art of gol d . Tarnish begins to accumulate 
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with daughters-in-law, five or them, who, by the merest con
trivance, all come to weather temporary abandonment by their 
spouses with dear old daddy. 

Daddy doesnt t like one litt'le bit, at :Cirs t-, but predict
ably soon, thel"e is a change or baa.rt and a swatch of g ossip 
column clips about an ag ing roue and his deliberately un
identified harem. And so it goes, including an outbreak of 
pregnancies. 

NOT TOO MUCH has been done through direction to g ive the 
jape a semblance of honest-to-goodnes s animation. The cur
mudgeon hurls invective, the belles g roup themselves a s best 
t hey can on a cluttered s ta~e arrl try to make their lines 
sound like left-overs from The Women," I n spite of several 
likeable performances nothlng really happens to move the 
obser ver's interest one way or the other. The initial re
action is one o f "wait and see." Aft e r the seeing, an air 
of waiting persists. 

Jim Shelbourne s p luttered aereeably enough as Appleby Sr. 
and monaged to make several line flu.ffs sound acceptabie. 
The role seems to want mare positive aggression t han he gave 
it, though it may be Nr, Wynn we had i n mind. Of the scrap
ping in-laws, we preferred Anne Reed, who read and moved with 
authority, Pe egy Brown, who p rojected an unsure sincerity, 
and· Georgienne Schneider, who battled a natural dryness of' 
speech and woodenness of movement convincingly. 

Elsewhere, George Profitt again burst at the seams with 
bouncing enthusiasm and Bill Williamson brought off his 
stuffy Adam with ease. As Aunt Agatha, Sadie French cre ated 
one of the few real characterizations of the evenlng and 
mado much of its brevity. For Del Orlowsk1 1 s sh1ney South
ern masquerade, we blame the direction, which apparently 
felt such caricatures are still humorous. The rest of the 
cast ranged from adequate to unnecessary. 

THE CHALL.ENGE to brmg new scripts to light will always 
lure, but it should. only be accepted o.s long as these evi
dence leg 1 timate merit. Many, like "Five Hives," appear to 
have been written for the trunk. 

Da11z Tlmes Herald, Dallas, 'I'exas 

(September 30, 1952) 

MYSTERY DRAMA OPENS LITTLE THEATRE SEASON 

" Portrait in Black.," a three-act mystery by I van Goff and 
Ben Roqerts. Directed by John Hanby. Set tings by John 
Heckler. Presented by the Dallas Little Theatre at High
land Park Town Hall at 8:1.5 p.m. nightly through Saturday. 
'l'he cast: 
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Tanis Talbot. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Shirley Holmes 
Gracie McPhee • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • Dortha McClain 
Peter Talbot. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • Wallace Chappell 
Winifred Tal.bot •••••••••••••• Mary Lee Dunham 
Cob O' Brien ••••••• , •••••• c, Bennett Harrington 
Rubert Marlowe. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • George Russell 
Dr. Philip Graham • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Joseph Kosko 
Blake Hitch1.e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Rod Rogers 

B;! Bob Brock 

l"lodern manners, morals and murder provided an interesting 
study as the Dal las Little Theatre raised tho curtain on its 
19.52•53 season Monday night with a sprightly mystery, " Por
trait in P.lack," by Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts. 

The drma is strictly an offbeat one., a brittle, sitting
room-type thing the British love so we.11. Violence and a ction 
is held to a minimum, the p lot being allowed to run its course 
on the ofttlmes "talky" dialogue of 'Messrs. Goff and Roberts. 

Director John Hanby h as met and conquered, for the nx>st 
part, a seri.ous problem faced by most Little '111.eatre e roups-
young actors who must play middle-aged or char acter p lots. 
In· "Portrait in Bl ack," all but three of the characters are 
over 35. Possibly two of tm five over 35 were anywhere 
near t heir stage age, but a gain, youth served well and with 
conviction. 

Tanis Talbot ( Shirley Holmes), is the attractive and 
recent widow of a giant in the steamship l i nes business. She 
never knew happiness with her husband; but she longed for 
love end turned to other men. One of the other men was Lawyer 
Rupert Marlowe (George Russell), en a rdent pursuer of her for 
many years and the father of her illegitimate child, Peter 
(Wallace Chappell), marriage t o Talbot •. 

Also in the immediate family is Winifred Talbot (Mary Lee 
Durham), Tanis' stepdaughter, who bears no apparent love for 
her stepmother, ani likewise very l ittle for her overpoi-ierful 
father. Her rebellion against ·the giant company he?' father 
has built up vents itself in her love for Blake Ritchie (Rod 
Rogers), a labor leader of the dock forces, who are striving 
for better working conditions. An interloper 1s Dr. Phillip 
Graham (Joseph Koako) , who has irore than an antiseptic inter
est in the Widow Talbot. 

The Talbot household is completed by Gracie McPhee (Doro
tha NcClai n) and Cob 0 1Erien (c. Bennett Harrineton), t~e 
maid and chauffeur, respectively, of many years• standing. 

Actj_ on Holds Audience. 
Plot machinations slip into high gear when we learn that 

the elder Talbot was really murdered and that the perpetra
ters are p lanning another equally clever killing, that of 
Lawyer Marlowe. Just who the murderers are, is c1early . 
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visible to the audience, but the motivatio n and denouement 
is an interesting one that holds the audi tor-s to the final . 
curtain. 

As the almost nymphomanical widow, Miss Holmes is physi
cally and thep1cally equal to tm part. Her exquisite ward
robe, all :tn black, is truly a high point of the play. l11ss 
Dunham, one of the mos t capable of the Little Theater• s 
young actres-s ds, lends a certain dash to her role, and pro
vides a n intei"'esti ng contrast with Miss Holmes t charaoteriza
t:l.on. 

'Iba Three Lovers. 
-'1.1he three lovers of the p lay, Messrs. Hussell, Kosko and 
Rogers, have their own individual brands of romance, with 
Kosko winning out in the suavity department. Hussell is a 
believeable lawyer end frustrated lover. Ha shares with 
Niss Holmes one of the play' s better moments in the first 
scene of the second aot, where nx>st of the act i on takes 
place in a living room illuminated only by the g low of a 
fireplace. Kosko' s perforn1ance was sketchy, but under moments 
of great stress, adequate. Rogers seemed to be the play•s 
one bit of miscasting, as his strength and f orcef'ulness was 
not up to the part• s demand. 

Miss McClain and Harrington, were welcome oases in the 
dese1"t o:f drmno.. Miss McClain convinced e.s she could have 
been a maid all her life and Harrington ha d doi,.m pat the move
ments and voice characteristics of an Irish sailor turned 
domestic. Young Chappell is a promising lad, al though his 
movements are slightly mechanical. 

John c. Heckler and his st arr i s to be complimented for 
the magic 1 t wrought in turning the small Hi ghland Park Town 
Hall stage into a modern and chic living room, i-iith a ship's 
motif. Showcasing the production was the always professional 
lighting of DLT old faithful, Robert Miller. 

The Dallas Little Theater• s next production will be "The 
Fap py Time." Presentation 1s sch.eduled for late November. 
" ?ortrai t in Black" will play- nightly through Saturday. 

Three .Reviews of GramercI Ghost 

( 'J:ulsa World, •rulsa, Oklahoma) 
October 12. 1952 

l)LAYHOUS.E PACKED ON F.I RST NI GHT 

t Gramercy Ghost' ~Jina 
Audience Approval 

By Maurine Halliburton 
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A ghost around the house might be rather nice. Especially 
if it were the ingratiating ghost of Nathaniel Coombes, as 
played by Karl Janssen Friday night in Tulsa Little Theater's 
season-opener "Gramercy Ghost," by John Cecil Holm. -

The Playhouse was packed for the f irs t show of the 1952•53 
sea.son, and the laughter and applause which greeted the 
rapidly-timed canedy situations p roved that the days and nights 
of rehearsal had been well spent. 

'l'he production, Little Theater' s 174th, went smoothly 
through the three acts, w 1th a lmost no noticeable first-night 
slip-ups. 

The love triangle--or quadrangle if you include the ghost 
o.s one of the lovers, and he certainly was, since he was the 
one who straightened out t },ings .for Na ncy, consisted of Tom
mie Ruth Gardner, (Nancy) , h' illiam K. Donaldson as Parker 
Burnett and Don J. Rile as Charley Stewo.rt. 1J.1he contrasting 
roles ma.de them g ood foils for each other; while J anssen as 
the ghost was so convincing that I 1 11 always wonder how he 
made ou t in heaven to which he reluctantly returned. 

The other g hosts , w. Irwin Nichols and Wayne F . Haxwell 
Jr. were equally (excuse it) spirited. 

Good work was done by the supporting characters , Nary 
Nichols as the housekeeper; Glenna June Fogle, as the lawyer, 
who wowed the audience with her brief appearance on the stage; 
Shug Meade as the underst anding officer; Millie Bowie and 
Shirley Barton Rhoades as the ambulance drivers; Esther K. 
Hibbard as the e1rl ghost, a nd Georgia Noel., "the voice." 

The work of the Sea Gulls on the set deserve s more than a 
passing mention. It is a room to live in, and Bill ~mbry•s 
painting of' the park background is beautifully done. 

'l'he many curtain calls the c ast was called upon to take 
should warn them tha t this is another p ley which p robably 
will g o into performances beyond the 15 scheduled, through 
Oct. 25. 

Director Viehman and technical supervisor Ted Kehoe ce.n 
take bows for this, their first productlon of the p lay yeo.r. 
The consensus of the audience was that it was a complete 
success. 

( '.J:' ribuns-rrerald, Haco, Texas) 
July 18, 1952 

' GEOST 1 OPENS 
';4J:TH GUS'l'O IN 

BU1 s THEA'I'RE 

By Gynter c. Quill 
Amusements Editor 
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"Gramercy Ghost"--A Baylor 'l'heatre presentation Qf the John 
Cecil Holm comedy in three acts. Directed by Virgil 
Beavers. Costumes by Mary Boles. At the Baylor ':·'.heatre. 
'l'he oaat: 

Nancy Willard.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .Mary Boles 
Parker Burnett• •••••••••••••• Tom Scott 
Charley Stewart. • • • • • • • • • • .. • • Joe Peacock 

• • • • • • • • • • • • .. .Bill Stinson 
Nathaniel Coomb&s. • , • • • • • • • • • Willie Header 
Margaret Collins • • • • • • • • • • • .cumale Shirley 
Augusta Ames •••••••••••• Betty Lou Crippen 
Officer Morrison • • • • • • • • • • • • • Bob Schmidt 
Ambulance Driver • • • • • • • • • • • • .Marian Lewis 
Assistant Driver ••••••••••• Virginia Angelo 
11olly. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sondra Shields 
Irv. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Thom Feuerstein 
Rocky. .• • • • • • • • • , • • • •. • • • • • J a.ck Reese 

The South Waco t heatre group known variously at this time 
of the year as the Southwest Summer '.!beatre and the Baylor 
'l"hea.tre, 'I'hursday night opened its two-week-end run of John 
Cecil Holm's uGramercy Ghost." The canedy-.fantasy which t wo 
seasons ago enjoyed a respectable Broadway run, was acted 
with gusto and, now that the kinks in actual performance. may 
be ironed out, will provide sane summer entertainment even 
better than last night's opening. 

Quantity Is Missed 
It would be untrue to sa::, the regular production staff 

and the regular production staf.f and the crerun of the current 
Baylor talent, now absorbing Fallie culture ::tn Paris, are 
not missed. It may be said that wha t ~rtll be missed most is 
the quantity of previous summer plays rather than the quality. 
Last night's performance of the g roup's only play this summer 
was, with allowance for jitters and forgotten lines; smooth; 
at times highly polished and always deliciously entertaining . 

The play is set in the exclusive Gramercy · Park sector of 
Nanhattan, at the time of the revolutionary ·war the site on 
which one Nathaniel Coombes was slain by the. British as he 
tarried too long with a maid and the wine instead of deliver
ing a message given him by General Washington. For his in• 
discretion, his ghost was doomed to haunt the spot until the 
message was delivered. 

Upon the death of a wealthy dowager, the housekeeper Ma1~
garet Collins inherited the house with the ghost. Young 
Nancy Willard has inherited Nathaniel, invisible to all but 
her. Her conversations with the ghost lead her f -iance Parker 
Burnett to doubt the soµndness oi' her mind. Newspaperman 
Charley Stewart not only 'believes her but contrives to have 
Washington's mess.age deli,rered two hundred years late and 
frees Nancy of her guardian angel. . 
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Contrived is the word, for that contrivance in the final 
scene is the play's weakest moment. Until then, even with 
the ghost and his cronies, Holm's work does have some measure 
of credibility. 

Willie Reader Best 
The role of' Nancy Willard ls p!a;yed with unusual verve by 

Mary Boles, whose portrayal is rich and warm, but perhaps 
the best piece of acting in the play is done by Willie Reader 
as Nathaniel. Also carrying the main burden oi' vitalizing 
the play are Tom Scott as the fianoe and Joe Peacock as the 
newspaperman. Peacock will alternate in the role with Bill 
Stinson, whose illness forced a one-week delay in the p lay 1 s 
opening. 

Bob Schmidt blusters and strides through the role of the 
vengeful cop and Cumale Shirley offers a neat portrayal of 
the housekeeper. Nice background coloring and realism is 
given by supporting players--Betty Lou Crippen as attorney 
Augusta Am.es, Harian Lewis and Virginia Angelo as alllbulance 
drivers, and ':l.'hom Feuerstein, Jack Reese and Sandra Shields 
as other ghosts• 

Virgil Deavers' direction 1s painstaking and the results 
are rewarding in their smooth facility. He also desi gned 
the thoroughly adequate set. 

(1'he Lariat, Baylor Z1niversity, Waco, Texas) 
September 17, 1952 

' GRAHERCY GHOST ' 
RE- OPENS AT T TIEA'I'ER 

How to present a believable ghost in full view of his 
audience 1s a practical problem that confronts arty playwright 
who writes a s pook play. John Cecil Holm seems to have met 
the challeng e successfully, according to reports, 111 his play 
cal led ''Gramercy Ghost• st · 

The p lay will be presented September ~, 27 and October 3, 
4. A midnight show will be g iven on the !,th. Students will 
not be given late permission. 

No oharactel' 1.n "Gramercy Ghost" can see the spectre that 
haunts her apartment but the hapless heroine. 2-'he delight
fully scrambled comedy situations in the play all stem from 
this embarrassing dilemma. · 

How can this girl who inherited a g host convince her 
friends that she isn't ripe for a sanate.rium when the wraith 
is visible and e.udible only to her? And what are . her asso• 
oiatea to think when thia ordinarily sensible young lady 
starts carrying on conversations with a little-man-who-isn't
there? And how in the world does a girl explain to her 
fianoe and another male admirer-.. both very much a.live--that 
they have a r1 val in a ghost wh::, has been smitten by her 
charms? · 
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The answers to t h ese and other supernatural problems are 
said to be solved neatly, and with .a maximum of l aughter. 

The title role is being played by ',<J'illie Header; Mary 
Boles is the ghost inheritor, Tom Scott is t he g irl's fianoe 
who believes that his fiancee is a bout ready to f'ollow her 
aunt to the booby hatch, Joe Peacock is the s tory-seeking . 
reporter who ~s complete faith in the ghost., Cum.ale Shirley 
will be seen as the non-pluused housekeeper and Betty Crippen 
as the family lawyer. . 

1I'he p lay has been desig ned and directed by Virgil Beayers. 
Prices; the same for Baylor students and public, are :;;;i • .50., 

:;;1.20 , and 95 cents; res erved seats; and 45 cents unreserved. 

Review of "Merry Wives" 

(Horthwest J\ rkansas Times , F ayetteville, Lrkansas) 
Thursday, April 24, 19.52 

SL ILLF'liL DIRECTOR AND C1\ST AGAIT~ PROVE 

11HEHRY WIVES II AMO HG ~r1m Pmm I EST 

FARCES I N HI STORY OF E fULISH THEATER 

By Lillian Massie 

11 '1.'h~ Herry Wives or Windsor, 11 which opened Tue sday night 
at t he Arts Center Theater under the direction of Prank Mc
Mullan, visiting pro:t'os a or f rom Yale, 1e one of the f unnie st 
farces in E.nglish and has held the boards, not only in the 
Engl 1 sh-speaking but i n all countries with a tenacity which 
witnesses its universal appeal. As a single . example may be 
mentioned a successful run at the Polski 'l'he ator in i.;arsaw, 
from October, 1948, to March, 1949. 

Both ma.in .and sub-plot are sure fire. There surely 
breathes no theater-goers with soul either so simple or so 
sophisticated that he finds no pleasure in the spectacle of 
the punishment g iven the fat knight by the t wo middle-class 
women whom he hoped to victimize. And, although a 20th cen
tury American audisnce does not share . the El1zabeth1an sym
pathy with the reformed wastrel who recoups his fortune by 
marrying a rich girl., any audience is sure to pref'e r young 
Fenton to either of his rivals. 

"Merry Wives" is crammed with h ilarious situations-
Falstaff's impudenc·e about F'ord to Ford disguised as Brook, 
Ford's search of the clothes hamper which contains ·only 
clothes, the "duel" between Sir Hugh Evans and D~. Caius, 
Slender' s wooing.--and with comic ohilracters,· which, though 
many of them are derived ultimate~ from the stook characters 
of classical comedy, · are inimitable Shakespeare's own and 



somehow themselves and not types at a ll: 
still loves to boa·st of what a dangerous 
his silly, sissy young relative Slender; 
parson; Fal.starr. 

104 
Sho.llow, who at 80 

dog he once was; 
S1r Rugh, the Welsh 

Though 1 t cannot be denied that the Falstaff of '"Merry 
Wives" is not the incomparable Falstaff of the two Henry the 
Fourth plays, it oan be ·argued that he has much o:r that Fal
staff1 s wit, in perturbabi lity, and clear-headedness . After 
all, the triok o f the robbers robbed plqed Falstaff by 
Prince Hal and Poins is about as obvious as the pranks of 
Mistresses Ford and Page. Besides , nothing is more likely 
to delude even the shrewdest of men than is wishful thinking 
abru t their power to attract women. 

William D. Bolt' s interpretation of the role has that 
quality or amoro.l innocence without which Falstaff' would be 
ofi'ensive. Bolt' s Falstaf f is a ch ild grown old and fat and 
knowing without having ceased to be a child. 

Jack L. Sigman1 s handllng of Dr. Caius, the French physi
cian, a part that incompetent acting reduces to mere carica
ture, is deft and finished. Al Hazelwood, as the Welsh par
son, is at his best since "Born Ye s terday." Throughout, his 
performance leaves little to be desired and in the scene 
where he is waiting for Dr. Caius is excellent. Keith Vin
sonhaler .carries the straight role of Page competently. 

Amollf; the women in the . cast, MaI'g aret Carner, as :Mistress 
Ford, carries off the honors. Ha.r1on Clayborne g ives a some
what uneven performance in the part of Mistress Pag e. Lynn 
Carruth over-acts Mistres s Quickly, and Lois Mellor• s Ann 
Page has a raintly s inister flavor that did not come out of 
Shakespeare. 

The production affords an example of the practical benefits 
of modern scholarship, m1Qh has recovered sufficient knowl
edge of the Elizabethan popular stage to free the producer 
of Shakespeare 'from many 18th and 19th century theatrical 
conventions which are entirely unsuitable to the plays of the 
late 16th and early 17th centuries. One of the mos t impor
tant of these benefits is the adaptation of_ the nx>dern stage 
so that continuous action permits the presentatio n of nx:>st 
plays, little cut within the space of only a little over two 
hours. 

Professor McNullan 1 s only noticeable cuts--and they are 
noticeable only 1f one has recently re-read the play-•are 
lines from long speeohesJ the revenge taken by Dr. Caius and 
Sir Hugh on the Host, which Shakespeare seems to have left 
in a pretty unsatisfactocy state, ar.wwayJ and a short scene· 
involving a lesson in Latin, which serves no real purpose 1n 
the pl.flY' and is not likely to seem very t'um:ty- nowadays. 

Preston Magruder's charming set shows the exteriors of a 
row of Tudor houses; the action alternates . between the 
street scene and the inner stage so that the latter can be 
reset without any break in the action. The two intermissions 
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are concessions to the comfort of the audience. 
'l'he costumes are colorfu.1--some of tmm, notably that of 

the gentleman-with-dog,. startling. A program note gives the 
information that the designs for them are based on the works 
of Pieter Bruegel the elder, a Flemish painter of the 16th 
century. 

Professor McMullan opens the play with a lively dumb show 
which sets the gay tone of the piece. He closes it with a 
delightful procession or · cruples from Windsor Park to Page 1 s 
house. He al. so introduces three mutes, of whom Shakespeare 
surely would approve: a flirtatious lady; a foppish gentle• 
man with a dogJ and, best of all, a lame, blind beggar who 
proves to be neither lame nor blind. And, throughout, the 
actors act; although they sonetimes clown, they never merely 
recite lines. 

Critical Reviews from Student Publ :lcations 

The Daily Oklahoman 
Un!versity of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklahoma. 

(October 10, 1952) 

r 1'wo Blind Mice' Draws Laughs 
ACTORS PULL ONE OUT OF FIBE 

By Merrill Clute 

A sassy, screwball comedy was raked across the boards 
Thursday night at Holmberg hall as the drama school presented 
!ts first ma.jor production of the season--again saving the 
day with some good acting. · 

Play-write Sam Spewack• s "Two Blind i-Uce" is . a w.eak ploted 
vehicle which lacks the wit he end his wif'e riddled "Kiss Me 
Kate" w1 th. The actors . s tra 1n to make the m:>s t of' the f rag• 
ments of olever dialogue occasionally furnished. "Two Bl-ind 
Mice" is the sort of burlesque material one would expect to 
see at the Gaiety between strips. 

_!h! gist.£! the stoi:I is: A newsp~!erman discovers~ 
a govermnent offfie, operated bt two o d ladies, !s still 
?unctionfng after it liad ~ a oi'Ishedfor 4f years. !!! 
takes over the pface and Froceeds to mslcef oo a · of' the Presi
dent, ..m, !!!!I, anda1'r oroe ¥z ere~ a f'!ct'Itious top 
seoret~eau out oT"°the !adies harmless business. 

The pla,- stumbles rlf !rst but comes roaring into a home
stretch with sons good old fashioned faroe. Though the 
story is enemio it has hilarious spasams. For an evening of 
good, long laughs it's dependable--thanks to some of the 
cast. 
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Top comedy honors go to Carole Linn who portrays Crystal 
Hower, one of the old ladies.. Miss Linn pockets the whole 
play from the moment she opens he1• mouth in the f 1rst act 
and lets out that goose-fleshed but hilarious voice. She 
possesses thanks to Director Rupel Jones's experienced handl
ing a wonderful sense of timing. 

Ronald Pitta, a Tommy Thurston the "newspaperman," runs 
away witfi hilllself-at times. He hasaxcellent deliverance 
~ unfortunately aoean t t ~et tli'lim S fie t 8 Capable of• 

At ·tlmes his arms resem led,i"!rpiane propellers warming 
up far f llght. But that was easily overlooked, for his 
machine gun delivery of sons of the play' s better lines were 
very good. Mr. Pitts couldn't ha~e been much better--but 
Mr. ~burston could. 

Marilyn Harris, as the other old lady, Mrs. Turnball, was 
the pl.ay• s "old reliable." Her performance was convincing 
at all times and she never missed a chance to show the good 
actress she is. 

A couple of other good, convincing bits of acting were 
handled by Vernelle Daniels and Art Johnson. Miss Daniels 
undoubtedly has the sexiest head of hair to trod on the old 
boards at Holmberg. 

Her ha.bit of getting mad at her ex-husband and then sweeE-
1.!!g_Mroea the stage to the fooillghts and ioolcfiis out at 
tne audienceii.ever becameis corny as it t'fght have"Tn less 
capa'6le bends. 1:1!:: actltf was ~ neat Ilt e package 9.£. 
suave, convincing aophia cat'Ion. 

Art Johnson was rooked when handed the role of the stupid, 
lovesick doctor. He's much more capable, as he showed '..l"hurs
day night, than what the pleywr1te provided him with. On 
stage Johnson created a solid character out of the weak char
acter which had been put on paper. 

Some of the bit parts were surprising well handled. Espec
ially Edgar Springer. His acting of the harassed Major left 
little room .for improvement. Other bit parts were turned in 
by Kenneth French, Ronnie Edwards, Monte Aubrey and Vance 
Ward. · 

The two old ladies' costumes were good, particularly the 
dress Miss Linn planned to wear when she went to prison. That 
hit the audience right in the face, and it was one of the 
b1gge st laughs. 

GOOD CAST CARRIES COMEDY 

By Merrill Clute 

The Drama school opened its season Friday night with one 
of Christopher Fry's poorer plays--the 1-aot comedy, "Phoenix 
Too Frequent," directed by veteran Edrita Pokorny Oden. 

Fortunately far the audience the tools were in much better 
shape than the blueprint. The play is too long (one hour), 
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too wordy, and not as witty as Fry pretends. 
The ;,ela~ight didn• t intend the actors to truce thir roles 

too seriously. . The ~ didn't ffiappofntment hlni. The 
result was sold. 

The play, n blank verse, concerns Dynamene, young Grecian 
widow, who 1s trying to die in her husband's tomb. Her ser
vant, Doto, is with her to talce the ride "to Hades. 11 

Tegeus-Chromis, young Centurian soldier, discover·s them, 
falls in love with Dynrunene. They decide to hang her dead 
husband in a tree 1n place of a stolen body the corporal 
should have been guard:1ng--thus declaring their love for each 
other. • 

Maggie . Kezer .!!!, Doto ll gooi• veq good. ll was .! nlea
sure to watch her dhbie and mo d Doto. Her come~was never 
v'ii!garas she coul ve ma.de It; she he!crit on a E!gli level. 
She underp"l]il'ed her drunkscenei asChajiilnm!Biit-have if 
11'!s Litt!e TramJfcould but spealt. - -
- Reba Jo Weba£er, a b°ttslow at firs·t, gradually lifted 
her Dynamene up to the best that Fry's lines coula offer. 
She spoke and moved with refreshing sureness, demonstrating 
her fragile interpretation of Dynamene with two of the most 
attractive but melancholy arms seen in a Greek costume in a 
long time. Miss Webster's change from one lover to am ther 
in one hour was a nice bit of cool, suave acting. 

Don Hol1ey, as Tegeus-Cbromis, could have remained in one 
Pli and still have been as goot as lie ";as:- Unlike most -

ege drama studen-rs;-tfol'ley as anexciellent sne~ 
... v .... o...,1·c""""e ... w-hlch he knows how to use :--His oooasslonai* moronic 
treatment of the 9or:por'al ~was hi&iVamuslra. 

Edrita Odennas a neat, concise Iittle production in "Phoe
nix," so far as the c ast is concerned. Her performers show 
a good backlog of stage 1nstruct:1.on s. Occasionally son1e of 
the "old Edrite.11 cuts threw abruptly in Mi ss Webster' a per
formances--a credit to any actress. 

~ Dail;y Reveille 
LSU, Baton Houge, Louisiana 

(Friday, October 24, 1952) 

R. B. SHERIDAN' S COMEDY 

EXECUTED W ITI-I BRILLIANCE 

By Corinne Mcc lave 

Enthusiastic applause filled University Theater last 
night as the curtain rang down on the Louisiana Players• 
Guild's lively performance of 11Sch.ool for Scandal.," 

This f irst•night presentation, under the able direction 
of Dr., c. L. Shaver, executed with prilliance Richard Brin
sley Sheridan• s comedy ot: manners. 
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Rupert Barber was outstanding in his role as Joseph Sur
face, the sentimental hypocrite, while Edward G. Luck, in 
the role of Sir Peter Teazle, convincingly portrayed an 
elderly lord bewildered, angered and at the same time, en
chanted with his young, headstrong bride. 

Outstanding in the .El-.& we1~e ~ . oleo. scenes, played ~
~ ln rront ot: the curtain. Taking the audience .ez. surpri,se, 
at~-ffrst, thesescenes added greatiz to'tiie rapid staccato 
effect. a oho.raoteristio of comedies of manners. with which 
the scenes took place. - -

'l'he play consists of two the:mes--the story of the Tea.zlea 
and that of the "Scandal School." 

The plot is concerned with two young brothers, Joseph and 
Charles Surface. Joseph, although lmown as the good man, is 
really the v1ll1an, i..bereas, Charles, the dissolute spend
thrift, is the good man. 

~ir Oliver Surface, wealthz uncle of the .B:!.2 brothers, 
returns from India after an: absenoe 'of Wyears. He visits 
each .2£ them ,!a disguise to see which one is !!E.!:!. deserving 

· o71iis fortune. 
- Things are further complicated by ag ing Sir Peter Teazle 
and his young bride. Sir Peter suspects Lady Teazle, who, 
1ncidenta1ly, keeps company with the "scandal school, 11 of 
having an affair with Charles. More entan3lements are created 
by members of the scandal school, such as Lady Sneerwall, 
Mrs. Candour, Mr. Crabtree, and Sir Benjamin Backbite. 

In. the end, however, everything 1s straightened out sat1s-
1'actor1ly for all, that is, almost all. 

The~, written in 1,71.1, was one of four~~ Sheri
danin protest to the~ie'efiingcomecIT'es"' ofl8tnoent:urx 
ciram'i':- It is ~Wi'ttf' satire, r1d1culil certs.In r;rou;es .2f. 
upper class society n England~ that ime. 

11Sohoof for Scandal" remains on"eof the favorite English 
comedies. Shel"iden is the last of the wits, ani with him 
the comedy of manners disappears until the end of the 19th 
century. · 

The cast includes Luck, Barber, Dallas Williams, Roy Hebert, 
Mike Shankle, Eddie Nartinez, Richard Flowers, Felix Freder
ick, Donald George, Gil Lawton, Roland Sim.on, Marjorie Atlas, 
Lenore Evans, Sara Latham, Charline Mitchell, Oren Adams .and 
Barbara Robinette. 

The Daily Illini 
University 0£ Illinois 

Urbana, Il'linois 

(October 18 , 1952) 

1 LEARNED LADIES ' PRESENTED 
BY ILLINI GUILD WORKSHOP 

By Marilyn Meyer 
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"A little learning is a dangerous thing" we.a e.ff'eotively 
proved by Illini Theat re Guild Workshop, vn1en it presented 
Moliere' s comedy, "The Learned Ladies, ' i n 112 Gregory Hall 
Friday night. · 

Moliere, a 17th century French dramatist, satirizes in 
the play the affected elegance and superficial learning that 
afflicted the "ladies" of his day. But like all good neo ... 
classicists, Moliere hit upon a universal hum.an f'railty that 
still exists. 

As the ''learned ladies," Martha Messner, Navia Hoffman and 
Avis Raasch were highly vitriolic. Joan Burch wa s nx:>re re• 
s t rained and demure as Henriette the sister, niece, and 
daughter t h ey tried to force into marriage with their f'avorite 
pedant, p layed by Joseph Black. 

Jay Sheff'ield had the calmness neces sary for bi s role as 
Clitandre, suitor of Henriette and mouthpiece f or Moliere 1 s 
own advocacy of common sense. Gerald Veach was properly 

· bumorous as the father who finally revolted against the 
tyranny of his wi.f e. 

(Saturday, Mey- 3, 1952) 

SPRING MUSICAL SHOWS GOOD, MD :,onns 

By Dave Hart! n 

Good and bad points battled each other las t n i ght in the 
presentation of the 1952 Illini Union· Student As sociation 
spring musical, "'l'he Lady Has a Right," but the le·ss favor
able of the two unfortunat ely finished victorious. 

The srow we caught, which was the first of the two per
fomed on the stage of the Orpheum theater, appeared to be 
a rough dress rehearsal; it wa s a dress rehearsal a s f ar as 
the Orpheum stage is ooooerned, for the cast had not had the 
opportunit7 of playing on it before last night•s performance. 

This y-ea.rt s musical is a step :l.n the right d irection de ... 
spite its shortcomings. 'J.lhe authors of the "Lady Has a 
Hight," have attempted to create a prof'es sional•type musical 
in which a plot thread holds the show together and sustains 
audience interes t and attention unt1.l the final cl1maot1c 
scene. 

It was a commendable endeavor, but the . soow just did not . 
come across. For the mos t part the script was undistinguished; 
there was no punch in it. 

The band was alow in its cues for numbers, almo s t all 
words to songs were in9.ud1ble, lighting was coni'used and 
most 01' the performers I acting was lifeless a nd .foro,ed. 

The music or Karl Brix and Will Reveal was fresh, tuneful, 
and indicated an imaginative talent. 
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Nini Burnior was the obvious show stealer as the flutter
i11g Hortense Witherbaird and Dave Heneberry portraying the 
butler Buttons was a real breath of fresh life. 

The choreography was moat effective in the finale in 
whl.ch the winner of the presidential race, on which the 
story is based was revealed. 

Bill Mason played Spence Mathieson, the male campaigner, 
with conviction, and his wife, Penny, was sung by Clare Sie
wert. 1I1he young lovers portrayed by Diana Domko and Fred 
Ottinger, reached the high note of their performances when 
singing a tuneful and haunting number, "And So It Goes." 

Other outstanding numbers were . the catchy "Life is a . 
Crazy Business" 11 a novelty "A Womans Own Mind Is Her Own," 
"Call It Love, ' and probably the highlight of the show "The 
Alphabet Agencies" featuring Nini Burnler. 

Series of Articles from The Daily Lass-0 
Texas State College for Women 

Denton, Texas · 

(October 21, 1952) 

SPEECH 0TUDENTS 
PHE:3ENT F I RS~r ~2 LAY 

"Trees Die Standing, u a three-act serious comedy, will 
haYe its world premiere in English on the stage of the 
College Theater tomorrow night, 

The play, recently translated by Ruth Gillespio and Eliza
beth Cubeta, is set in Spain. Josh P. Roach, director, 
feels that it is a superior play, and one that audiences 
will appreciate. 

"It 1a very well written; 11 a dds 1-!r. Roach, "and we are 
pleased to be presenting it for the first time 1n English. 

Preparing fora their roles in dress rehearsal tonight are 
Pat von Clausewitz; Martha-Isabel; Liz Stroop, Grandmother; 
Ann Fouts, Genevieve; Patsy Jo Nash, Helen; Clara Cooper, 
PhyllisJ Onis Cuesta; Amelia; Jo An Rutledge, Maurice; Con
nie Jenkins, Mr. Balboa; Gloria Bendy; Arch-~'hief'; Merline 
Bonner, pastorJ Pat Brown, magicianJ Mary K. Anderson; hun~ 
ter, and Jean Armistead; the Other One. 

On the technical end of production are Jo Ann Proctor• 
Susan ,,Jasso n, Jackie Yellverton, Suzane Garland; Pat Crowder 
and Elaine Fisher, oonstruotionJ E. Robert Black• setting 
and lighting and Peggy Hobinaon, program cover. 

The Ool1ege Theater staff includes Mr. Roach; director; 
Jo Causey, graduate technicianJ Mr. Black, teohnic'a.l direc;. 
tor; Carolyn S.ilvernale, make-UP supervisor and secretary 
and u. J. Ramsey, scenery construction. 
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Mrs. Bonner is a graduate assistant. Patsy Jo Nash is 
stage manager; Miss Brown and Miss Fouts are handling proper
ties; Misses Cooper and Cuesta, sound and music and the make
up class, make-up. 

(October 22, 1952) 

SPANISH PLAY WILL OPEN 
TONIGHT IN LITTLE 'IBEATER 

A cast of 13 College Theater actresses is staging "Trees 
Die Standing," a three-act play, tonight in the Little 
Theater at 8:15 p.m. 

This is the first time that the Spanish written play has 
been reproduced in l!.ngl1sh. l'he 1nterpret1ng work w-as done 
by Ruth Gillesp ie and Elizabeth Cubeta of Yale University 
this summer. · 

Jo An Rutledge, as Maurice, portrays the grandson of a 
Spanish family. She impersonates the family's real grandson, 
a scandalous degenerate, in a favorable light to save the 
health of the grandmother, Liz Stroop, who lives for memories 
of her grandson. 

'lbe impersonator-wife is Pat von Clausewitz. Jean Armi
stead, portraying the real grandson, appears in tbe final 
act only. 

11he comedy-farce progresses smoothly until the real gran<~.
son a ppears and threatens to reveal the impersonators. 

He warns the grandfather, played by Connie Jenkins, that 
unless he g ives him money; he will reveal their plot. 

As t yp ical of Spanish authors, Alejandro Casona., the 
,author has included highly dramatic suspense scenes, deep 
characterizations and moments of poetic expression within 
the prose lines. · 

Ann Fouts provides several moments of comedy relief as 
the housekeeper with Claire Cooper, the maid as a gossip com
panion.· 
Likes Men's Roles 

"r like to play men's parts," says Mis s Arinistead, "there 
is a better chance to portray def'in1te personalities." 

The cast found it hard at first to get into character in 
the niale leads, but after they became accustomed to the 
parts even such things as talking in husky voices, playing 
romantic scenes rrom the men's standpoint, or threatening 
fist fights came naturally. 

Cast members agree that the p lay is one of the best ever 
produced here, and they have enjoyed working out the charac
ters very muoh. 

"There is strong emotional undercurrent in the play that 
1s very important," explains Hiss Arm.1. stead. 

'I'he ja.cranda tree, basis for the title does not topple 
when it dies, but remains standing. 1l1he character and faith 
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of the grandmother 1s canpared to the death of such a tree. 
Students Visit Rehearsal 

H!gli school students .from Lewisville who visited dress 
rehearsal last n ight liked tm play var, much, and agreed 
with one of the cast, Mary. Catherine Anderson, the hunter,
that it "was fascinating. 1 

1'11ss Rutledge adds that the play is 11 deep .and interest� 
ing." She fo und that the most difficult thing in her role 
as Maurice was adopting a suave continental air. 
Play� Comedy, Too 

The play is spicod with comic lines, a :magician• s act by 
Pat Brown, and performances of other actresses, Patsy N'ash, 
the secretary; Onis Cuesta� the stenographer; Gloria Bendy, 
the scarfaced arch thief and Merline Bonner, the pastor. 

Miss Bendy noted that the stage settin gs are "very beau
tiful." 

Josh P. :Roach is director and Jo Causey graduate techni
cian. Robert Black is technical director. 

Students will be admitted to the production on their Con
cert mid Drama Series tickets. 

(October 23, 1952)

SPANISH PLAY 
OP.ENS SERIES 

/1 student audience saw the fi rst of three perf'ormances of 
"Trees Die standing" in the College 'Iheo.ter last night. 

Directed by Josh P. Roach, the play is an adaptation from 
a Spanish drama. This is the fi rst time that it has been 
produced 1n English. It was translated froni the Spanish 
original this sunnner. The play will l"un Friday and Saturday 
n:tght, skipping tonight because o f  the Concert and r.;.,rama 
.�.erie s program. 

The play is a serious comedy built around the Spanish 
family. The plot becomes rather involved wh en two characters 
impersonate the family's grandson and his wife wro are sup-
posedly dead, to make the last days of the grandmother happy.
Lator, when the real grandso n appears, a crooked degenerate, 
the play takes a surprise ending. 

�tudents may enter on their C&D tickets. Public admission 
is ��1. 

Reviews of !h!_ Lady I s � !.2£. BUl"ning 

Presented by College Players of North Texas State College 
Pre-performance Write-up from The Campus Chat 

{:March 19, 1952J 
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PLAYERS TURN TO 14TH CENTURY 
IN 1 LADY 1 S NOT FOR BURlUllr' 

With an eye to outdoing their successful f'all production 
of "Second Threshold, 11 College players are deep in scripts, 
l!Jth-contury costumes, and grease paint r or the Christopher 
Fry comedy, "The Lady's Not for Burning." 

Under the direction of Mrs. Myrtle Hardy, the pl.ayers 
will present "The Lady" on April 17-19. Evening perf'orm.ances 
will be given on April 17-18 i n  the main auditorium, and a 
matinee for high scho ol students will be given on April 19. 

Endowed with a sense of rhythm and a sul"I)lus of rib-tickl
ing word c anbinat:tons, F'ry uses f'ree verse to conver-- his 
story or witchcrart, reluctant romance, and prejudice. 

Jerry Blackwell, as the devil-may-care-but-doesn't Thomas 
Mendip, enters the English v illage of Cool Clary, hoping to 
be hanged for tw o murders. His first stop is the mayor• s 
office where he meets a young, attractive witch, played by 
Una Glazener, who is unwilling to part with her daily intake 
of o.>..7gen. 

To show his contempt for life, Mendip boasts, "I have 
left rings of beer on every ale house table from the salt 
sea coast across half a dozen countries, b ut each time I 
thought I was on the way to a festive hiccup, the sight of 
the damned world sobered me up again." 

Remembered f or her giggles an d flounces in the Barry 
dram.a, Harian Laminack w ill again bounce into the role of a 
sweet young thing, Alizon Eliot• Her three suitors are 
Richard the clerk, played by Jack Dunlop, and Humphrey and 
Nicholas Devize, played by Buddy Williams and Hike Henderson. 

The Dev1ze boys• mother will be played by Patti Bunch. 
Sincere in her superstitious bel iefs, Margaret Devize ex
claims, upon seeing the witch, "I can ::.tlmost feel the rust
ling-in of some kind of enchantment already. tr 

Jim Swain will portray Mayor Hebble Tyson; pompous, self
righteous town official, Tappercoom the jailer will be 
played by Ray 0 1 Ueal; and the chaplatn by Ed Pilley• L• A. 
Kindrick will play Matthew Sk1pps, the rag and bone merchant. 

Minor Huffman i s  prompter f or rrThe L ady," Jaok Jones will 
direct sound effects• and Marguer1 te Higgins will,. be, in 
chal'ge of properties. Walter Wolf'rruu 1s director 0£ liehting. 

Members of the oaat; Mrs, Hardy said; will remain on the 
ca.npus durtng the Easter holidays to rehearse for the spring 
production• 

Post-Performance Write�up From The Campus � 

(April 18; 1952) 

COLLEGE PLjYERS TC REPEAT 'LADY' 
TONIGHT AT 5:1.5 IN NAIN A1JDI'l10RIUM

• 



Special Matinee to � J:resented 
1:.£ High School Groups Saturday 

Tonight College players will repeat their Vrerformanoe of 
Christopher Fry's "The Lady's Not for Burning' at 8:1.5 in 
the main auditorium. 

The play was also staged Thursday night. 
Activity tickets will adndt North Texas students to the 

production. Other persons will be charged a 50-cent admis
sion f'ee, Mrs. Myrtle Hardy, directoz,, said. 

A special matinee for high school groups will begin at 
2: 15 Saturday. Prior to the presentation, the players will 
demonstrate drama and make-up techniques for their guests. 

The plot of "The Lady" revolves around 15th-century life-
the period of' histocy when superstition was law and whim was 
justice. The setting is Cool Clary, England, in a courtroom 
in Nayor Hebble Tyson's home. 

Members of the cast include Jerry Blackwell as Thomas Y.Ien
dip, Una Glazener as Jennet Jourclemayne, Jack Dunlop as Rich
ard the clerk, Marian Laminack as Alizon Eliot, Buddy Williams 
as Humphrey Devize, and Nike Henderson as Nicholas Devize. 

Other members of the cast are Patti Bunch a.s Margaret De
vize, Jim Swain as Nayor Tyson, Hay O' Neal as '!'appercoom the 
justice, Ed Pilley as the chaplain, and Joe Edwards as Hatthew 
Sk1pps. 

The town officals--Mayo1 .. Tyson, 'I'a:ppercoom, an d the cha
plain--are confronted with the problem of whether or not to 
burn a young and lovely enchantress, Jennet· Jourdemayne. The 
superstitious townspeople are insistent but the law-makers 
hesitate, smitten by Jennet's charm. 

To further befuddle the minds of these simple Cool Cla
rians, a former soldier, Thomas Mendip, makes his grand en
trance through the cou rtroom window and expresses a desire 
to be hanged.

Hhile Mendip and the witoh wrangle with Mayor Tyson, Ali
zon Eliot, the village belle, is wooed by three young English-
men. 

Stage manager for "The Lady's Not for Burning" is Joe
David Ruffin. His assistant is c. A. Waedekin. Horman Ram
sey designed the one-piece interior set. 

Marguerite H1gg1ns 1a properties manager; Hinor Huf.fruan 
is prompter, and Jack Jones and his assistant, Barbara Pea
cock, are in charge of sound effects. Walter \·lolfram is 
director of lighting. 

Doris Smith, Joe Edwards, Marian McNabb, Paul Pettigrew, 
and Nevilla Prensley are other members of the backstage c rew. 

Critical Reviews of the Performance 

Record Chronicle, Denton' s City Nei..rspaper 
(April 18, 1952) 
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Student Assignment in Critical Dramatic Writi;rm 
(Journalism 4-jL� 

(The articles listed above quoted in full in thesis.) 

North Texas State College, Denton, 'l'exas 
F'riday, Hovembor 21, 1952 

THESPIANS SCORE HIT, WIN APPLAUSE 
WITH MILLER'S 'DEATH OF SALESMAN' 
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"Death of a Salesman, 11 College Players production in studio 
theatre of historical building. Last performance tonight at

8:15. Produced and directed by Mrs. Myrtle Hardy. 'I'he cast: 

Willy Loman. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Jack Dunlop 
Linda • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Kay Dodson
Happy. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  David Minton
Biff • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Nike Henderson
Bernard. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • David Carnahan
The woman. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .nose-Mary Brau
Charley. • . . • • . . . . . • . • . • • • • • • • Ed Pilley
Uncle Ben. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .Lee Kramer
Howard Wagner. • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • Norman Grogan 
Jenny • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  Marilyn Agan 
Stanley, f 1rst waiter. • • • • • • • • • • • • • Clay Newton
Hiss Forsythe. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  Mollye �.Jo.gner
Letta. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Joyce Bye1•s
Second waiter. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  Paul Pettigrew

E:J_ Tom.my Kir�land 

College Players have learned word-of-mouth advertising 
pays. 

'11he group opened its "Death of a Salesman" Tuesday night 
and first-nighters liked it. As a result every performance 
has had a f ull audience and tickets are gone for tonight's 
presentation. 

It 1 s easy to see why, too. Jack Dunlop, as Willy the
salesman, gave of' his bes� to that which demanded a psyc·holog
ically perfect torn heart and soul. He never once lost char
acter. The audience never once lost his story of' a deep de
sire f'or approval that he, as Willy, wanted so dear ly. 

Dunlop was very clearly the man o.r the evening. And sin ce 
the whole play w as built around Willy, the character could 
vecy easily have lost the significance for which it was in
tended. 

But Dunlop didn't let it. Instead, he excelled in por
traying evecy emotion--and those emotions were plentif ul and 
varied. All his scenes were excellent and the Pl9'1ers as a 
whole aided him well in prov:tng the underlying motive of the 

.. 

• 

• .. 
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moving drama--a desire for beiq(; "well likad, not just l.iked." 
However, Kay Dodson as Linda, his wife, failed, in many 

· scenes, to uphold the mood of pleasures and sorrows Dunlop
worked so hard to attain. She did a nice job of the scenes
that required a lighter vein. But in the more• dramatic
scenes, she often just 11 read" lines that really could have
,ushed the drama into a mere deeply conscious realization of
those pleasures and sorrows.

Willy I a sons, Biff and Happy, were nieant b:> _have dif'fe rent
d:f.spos1t1ons • end were intended t..> be one .;;,£ the ca"l.:a.ses 0£
Willyt s downfall. Mike Henderson a::. Biff, however, exceeded
David Hinton I s portrayal of H&.J:>PY, even though b oth were
above par.

David Carnahan as Bernard, Ed Pilley as Charlie, and Rose
Mary Brau as the woman probably took the prize for the best
minor parts. Carnahan won immediate approval fQr the perfect
"bookworm."

Lee Kramer as Ben turned in a noteworthy p�rformance in
his unusual role of th& Alaska-bound uncle.

Joe David Ruffin' s. set was what it sr;ould be as it erased
the con.fusion that could have developed in the many flash
backs. David Brown's handling of the lights alRo helped
greatly in showing Willy's past.

Series of.Articles on� Touched Me 

Presented by Drama Department of Los Angeles City College 
� Angel� Collegian 

Pre-performance Write-ups 
(October 10, 1952) 

WILLIAMS t 1YOU TOUCHED HE t STARTS THURSDAY 

Highlights New Effect 

"Emmie I s turned her brain into a fl ower pot with little 
petunias growing in 1 t l" 

The angry Captain Rockeley turns to the malignant Emmie 
as he says these words o f  Hadrian; who loves the "flower 
pot," Matilda. And Matilda cowers an a corner of the cou ch, 
hearing the words that bring her to realize the :frustrating 
influence her Au.ht Emmie has brought on her.

Then the scene ends. Captain Rockeley becomes Len Weksler; 
Emmie; Barbara ErionJ Hadrian, Jack StewartJ and Matilda; 
Louise Marmo.

They sigh wearily and pull up chairs as close as they can 
to faculty adviser, Miss Alice Pariohan; and discuss their 
part 8.
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-Make Believe
So goes a typical rehearsal o f  the first play to be pre

sented by the drama department this semester, 11You Touched 
Me," by Tennessee Williams and Donald Windham. A scene is 
enacted, talked over, and improved upon. Then another scene 
is. tried. 

During all this, director Ray Aghayan is busy giving 
directions, stage manager Bill Rutler is making notes; his 
assistant, Al Weitz, is cuing; e lectrician Nancy Trimlett is 
hammering; and sound man John Hacker is working backstage. 

Amidst all the uproar, a play is emerging. 
�16 .ill:! 

Edmund Gwenn and Montgomery Clift starred :tn the original 
version of ''You Touched Me" at the Booth Theater in New York 
City. The play premiered Sept. 26, 1945, and ran for over 
100 performances. 

In concerns the triumph of an alcoholic old sea captain 
over a sadistic spinster wh o controls his home and his daugh..; 
ter. He nianae;es to have the boy he raised elope w 1th the 
daughter, to the discomrorture of the spinster, then trick 
her into thinking the Rev. Guildford Melton wishes to marry 
her. The play ends with an appeased Emmy, who believes the 
Reverend to be the next unfortunate for her to d ominate. 

Short !!!!!--Long PJ.ay 
�be three act, six scene play fakes place over a period 

of two days. It 1s laid at the close of World War II ·1n Eng
land. Modern dress will be worn. 'l1he Captain will wear a 
naval uniform, and Hadrian a Canadian lieutenant's outrit. 
Emmie and Matilda will appear in flowing organdies and Eng
lish tweeds. 

- In the new staging at the Bungalow Theater, a raised dais
will be placed in the right hand corner •. Both this and the 
center of the floor will be used for staee _action. 

Nothing Brash 
The center will be used for a l!ving r oom,. set in a con

servative Georgian style. Captain Brockeley 1 s study will be 
set on the raised stage. This room will be e. replica of a 
ship's cabin,· w1 th bunk, helm, telescope, and ship's lantern. 

Seatine will be on three sides of the room. The usual 
purple velvet seats are tiered in four rows. They seat 50 
persons. -

Other members of the cast include Gene Nelson as the Rev.

Guildford Melton, Diane Toµp as the Cockney maid, Phoebe,. 
and Plato Cham1a as the policeman cal led on a false alarm. 
Not to be overlooked in the cast is a Pekingese, pet 0£ the 
Rockeley household.-

Prop men are Thurston James and Don Heflin.· 
"You Touched Me" wi 11 appear at the Bungalow Theater two 

weekends beginning Oct. 16. 
Box office opens at 7:50 on performance nights.· No re

servations will be taken, so tickets should be picked up as 
early as possible fo r seating.· 



GREASE PAI NT ATHLETE 

WEKSLER LIKES C IIARACTER PARTS; 
PREFERS COMEDY TO DRAMATIC ROLES 

Grease paint and baseball combine to provide enjoyment 
for versatile actor Len Weksler. 
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Winner of last year's Collegian Critic's best male actor 
award, Weksl.er handles the lead in 'rennessee Williams' 0 You 
'11ouohed Me, n opening Thursday night on Bungalow Stage. 

Fairfax High claims h im as a g raduate and former s tudent 
body vice president. 

• Radio Majtr 
City College ts radio aepartmen brought him to the local 

campus, he reveals. As a radio major and member of LACCTRA, 
he performed in a series of westerns over sta tions KFAC and 
KRKD. 

Graduating to St a tG College, Weks l er changed his major to 
drama and attained hi s B. A. de gree. In 1h9 he returned to 
City College for pos t gttaduate wonr.:. 

At present he 1s attemp ting to gai n teaching credentials 
in language-art s "and possibly a Masters, depending on the 
army. 11 

Ram'n Eb1s 
'11he s tage is Weksler• s main o ective; failing to reach 

i t , he plans to teach. If his teach ing plans are unsucce s s~ 
ful h e will "go into my dad's egs business. I' ll be an edti 
cated actor breaking e ggs ," he announces \-."i th a chuckle. 

Tall, dark, and handsome Weksler maintains " a preference 
of comedy over drama." While attending high s chool he enter
tained 1n · supper clubs with various comedy monologs . 

Character Ro1es 
hieksler express es a strong lildng for character parts, no 

matter how small. "You can get a lot of meat out of a char
acter role," he claims. 

In connection with this idea, he has developed a life 
motto: "The longer an actor is on stage, the longer an audi
ence has to bate him. 11 

"Candida " in which he had his i'irs t major part, and "The 
i~hlte Steedfr comprise the plays he most enjoyed doing. 11Miss 
Julia," which gave him his first lead, "was a lot of hard 
work and epod experience," according to Weksler. 

Cho ice of Two 
If given his choice of roles'; Weksler would select Mephi

stouheles i n "Faust" end Abe Lincol.n 1n "Abe Lincoln and 
I ll1no1s." His chief regret 1.'3 that though he has enacted 
many scenes from "Abe Lincoln" he has never had the chance 
to put them all to gether. 

Portraying a II salty old English sea captain" who remains 
slightly inebriated through the whole play, Weksler says his 
most difficult taslc 1s maintaining d!unkedness. 
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An amusing incident occurred during a dramatic scene in 
"The ¼'bite Steed"--much to everyone's surprise a large moth 
flE)W out from beneath Wekaler' s three-·oornered hat. 

· Weksler hail a f'rom Detroit, Mich., In the 16 years he has 
been in this state, he credits Cal1£ornia with having given 
him hay fever and sinus trouble. "Otherwise I wouldn't trade 
it," adds ~-:eksler with a twinkle in his eye. 

Food F ancy 
''In my spare time I loveto ea€;" he emphasized. Favo-rite 

po.stimes include "bowling and Las .Vegas." Weksler was cap
tain of City and state College's bowling tew.ns, and professes 
a love for all sports. ~be latter he claims is due to the 
fact that he never had time to participate in athletics. 

People sometimes ta.lee offense at Weksler, not realizing 
that he uses the word "stinkweed" as a term of affection. 

Weksler' s pet peeve is parking. When he was an alpha he 
used to park his car on Heliotrope, across the street from 
the school. "Now I park on Mariposa," he exclaims. "This 
is progress'?" Weksler 1 s life ambition is to park on Helio• 
trope once mo1,e. 

Critical Review 

(October 17, 1952) 

1YOU '.l.UUCHED ME ' 

By Jackie Macy 
Drama Desk Editor 

Ta.lee a whiskey lovins sea captain, mix him with a neurotic 
s pinster sister, then add a moody virgin and a grinn ing air 
force lieutenant, and you have all the inc;redient s of the 
drama department• s 'tyou Touched Me," by Tennessee Williams 
and Donald Windham .• 

Though this was Williams I first play~ the theme of female 
frustration he was later to develop in 'Summer and Smoke11 

and "Streetcar Named Desire" is evident. This play, however, 
is aimed more at laughs t ban serious problems. 

Suppressed Household 
Tho romantic comedy takes place in Britain just after 

Horld War II. Captain Rockeley has lost his sea papers be• 
cause of drinking. His sister Emmy is dominating his daugh
ter and running h1s home. It is the advent of the captain's 
charity ward, Hadrian; returning after five years away, that 
instills rebellion in the suppressed household. 

Leonard Weksler once more proves his acting ability as 
Ca!-tain Rockeley, hilariously relating his love affair. with 
a porpoise and being generally noisy. Ilia interpretation con
sisted of a steady stream of alcoholic w1tt1o1sm.s, with 
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periodical swigs at what was probably colored water in a 
whiskey bottle. His voi ce, mannerisms, and inveterate scene
stealing are reminiscent of' the late John Barrymore. · Louise Marmo 

As the tw o lovers; Louise Marmo and .Tack Stewart were 
very likeable. Miss Marmo has an appealing and senstive face. 
( Stewart is not so accomplished an actor as Weksler, but 
handles his part w1 th a slDw of promise.) 

One moment of levity in the play is when Ste,-rart sheds 
his clothes to his shorts, but climbs into bed with his socks 
on. The audience tittered at th is point, but Stewart seemed 
non-plussed. 

As the frustrated spinster, Barbara Erion, though too stri
dent at times, sustains an aura of suitable priegishness. 
Sbe ·had one 1'ine moment when she breaks down after the drunken 
captain had boisterously interrupted the Rev. Guildford Nelton 
when he was a.bout to propose to her. 

Gene Nelson was humouroua as the straight laced Reverend 
Helton, speaking through his nose am making faces of astonish
ment at the goings-on at the Rockeleyts.

Despite Diane Topp, as the Cockney maid, losing her accent 
at times, she managed to steal many of the best laughs of the 
evening. At one point, she runs fro m the captain's ca.bin, 
bumping into Emmy and the reverend. "Pardo n me, Mum, but the 
captain's tickling me I" She giggles. She has troubles like 
that all evening. 

Flora ·Has Silent 
Plato Cham1s has only a wi!ic-on as the British bobby called · 

on a false alarm, but he looked uncomfortable. Flora, the 
pekinese, played her part silently, but wi th suitable straight 
man expression. 

Both the captain's ca.bin and the living r ooni can be seen 
at t he same time throughout the play. 'I'he comedy 1s height
ened by such scenes as Emmy' explaining to the reverend that 
the captain is writing a novel, when the .audience can see he 
is in reality drinking, swearine;, a.nd pinching the maid. 

Ray Aghayan directed the fast.paced comedy. He also de
signed Miss Marmo' s filmy tea go,-m. 

1he play 1s now entering its second weekend at the Bunga
low Theater. Tickets can be obta:lned on performance nights. 
The box office opens at 7:1.i.O. 

-----· 
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